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 Hopeful Times
“As our lives changed, so did the lives of our animals, and I hope we retain the best parts.”

Hard to believe the kids are already 
heading back to school, and just like 
that, we went from a global pandemic 

to pretty much back to business as usual for 
most of the world. I am grateful for all the hard 
working essential workers, especially doctors 
and nurses, who took care of our loved ones 
and put themselves at risk every day. I hope we 
never forget howling at 8 pm here in Colorado 
to show our support! And our hearts go out to 
families who lost loved ones. I am grateful that, 
for the most part, this is behind us. What an 
interesting time to be a human.

And an interesting time to be an animal, 
since as our lives changed, so did the lives 
of our animals, and I hope we retain the best 
parts. Many more people adopted pets. And 
we stayed home with them. Some of those ani-
mals are developing behavior problems from 
not having us around so much as the pan-
demic gets under control and people are going 
back to work. With more new pet owners, 
there is a need for more vet hospitals to care 
for those animals when they get sick and/or 
injured, as well as more need for advice on 
food and training. It is wonderful that so many 
people got new pets including dogs, cats, and 
even horses. When we adopted Cesar the 
wild mustang last year, it actually came to our 
attention that so many people were wanting 
to adopt mustangs that the Bureau of Land 
Management was having a hard time keeping 
up with the demand.

Hopefully the majority of those folks are 
doing well with their animals. However, 
should the need arise for questions about 
diet, training, and exercise, whether it is for 
a dog, cat, rabbit, chicken, horse, or anything 
in between, we can help! Some of our new 
staff didn’t even yet realize that I am a certi-
fied Professional Animal Trainer as well. I do 
on-site coaching and training for all kinds of 
animals. Not only can I help with behavior 
and training advice, but at the same time I can 
give you tips and advice on how to better keep 

your animal healthy, live longer, and save you 
money! We are here to be your one-stop shop 
for all your animal care needs, from diets to 
vaccines to training advice. On the behalf of 
Dr. Tam, the team, and myself, we really are 
here to serve you and your beloved animal 
friends. 

Here at the hospital we use an app called 
PetDesk for help with scheduling appoint-
ments and sending reminders. On the app cli-
ents have the opportunity to give us a rating 
of 1 – 10 stars. Now I have not looked at those 
ratings for some time, but last week we pulled 
up the report and were astounded to see all 
the pages and pages of 10 out of 10 stars our 

clients were giving us after their visit! I am so 
proud of my whole team, who is doing a great 
job or we would not be getting those 10 stars. 
I am very fortunate and blessed to work with 
such a wonderful group of people where we 
can all do what we love.

I also received great feedback about shar-
ing some of our success stories with you. For 
me one of the most interesting cases lately is 
of a little kitty cat with severe seasonal aller-
gies who just scratches his ears so badly he 
makes scabs and they bleed. His pet parent, 
like many of our clients, does not want to 
resort to steroids or other hard immunosup-
pression chemicals to try to help keep this cat 

comfortable. In the past I have had great suc-
cess treating allergies with acupuncture, so I 
discussed with her giving it a try. He came in 
the other day for a follow-up treatment, and 
I am pleased to report that within 24 hours 
of the last treatment, the cat had nearly zero 
itching and discomfort, which lasted until the 
morning of the next treatment! This time, we 
are going to combine acupuncture with an 
infrared laser treatment, to see if we can make 
the itch relief last longer than 2 weeks. It is 
rewarding and amazing to me to see this type 
of treatment work so well and allow us to avoid 
the use of steroids. The benefits of acupunc-
ture are certainly not to be underestimated. 

Finally, I wanted to share with you a rooster 
story. We recently were contacted by a client 
with a very aggressive rooster who had already 
harmed some of the hens in the flock; the cli-
ents could not even go out into the yard, if 
the rooster was there, without taking along a 
shovel for protection against attack. They had 
tried to find many homes for the animal, but 
none of the sanctuaries would take an animal 
with that history. So my entire staff and I dis-
cussed the situation and decided to give him 
a home in our pet hospital. As long as he does 
not attack us, he is welcome to be our new 
in-house mascot. That is, unless the perfect 
home comes along for him where perhaps he 
can live happily in a place where he doesn’t 
feel the need to be such a tough guy. I will 
keep you posted!

I hope this message finds you all well, 
happy, and healthy. From myself, Dr. Q, Dr. 
Tam, and the crew of Aspen Park Vet Hospital 
and the ResqRanch, we want to thank you for 
your continued trust and support. Be well!

Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at 
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.  

You can call the hospital at  
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or  

visit them at www.DrQandU.org. 

“ I can give you tips and advice on how to 
better keep your animal healthy, live longer, 
and save you money!”



A benevolent communitycommunity
Each month, Your Mountain Connection sets aside this space to showcase local groups and individuals who work  
tirelessly to promote community healing and resilience. We can all give back and do our part to make a positive 

impact. Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection. 
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

IN NEED OF COMMUNITY AND ONE ANOTHER
BY MARGO HAMILTON

Mandatory social isolation in response 
to the global COVID-19 pandemic 
impacted how we performed our jobs, 

attended school, and socialized. Challenging 
enough, there were also those locked in with 
abusive partners, parents, roommates or 
friends, who lost friends and/or loved ones to 
COVID, were diagnosed with COVID, or expe-
rienced stressors from boredom, rage, anger, 
loss of a job and income, or memory issues 
dubbed “brain fog.” Current research and stud-
ies are now ongoing to determine if kids will 
experience long-term mental health issues due 
to the stresses borne out of 2020’s challenges. 

Our need to congregate, hug, and see one 
another has been one giant leap into restoration 
for us all, especially our youth. Camp Comfort, 
IdRaHaJe, and Pleasant Park 4-H Shooting Stars 
certainly offer diverse programs but also fulfill a 
variety of needs for our youth. What they have 
in common is recongregating to establish their 
business-as-usual programs for youth who have 
experienced a more-than-unusual life since the 
lockdown in March 2020.

Sallie Wandling has served Mount Evan’s 
Camp Comfort since its inception 26 years 
ago both as its founder and Senior Director. 
Camp Comfort offers weekend camps twice a 
summer to kids between the ages of 6 and 12 
who have experienced the loss of a loved one: 
a parent, grandparent, sibling, or friend. “Grief 
and loss can be difficult for anyone of any age 
to handle,” claims Sallie. “What’s unique about 
Camp Comfort is a grieving child is among 
other grieving children who are united in their 
need to develop skills to help both cope and 
understand their grief. We offer workshops, 
activities and skill-building programs that will 
help them individually and collectively, in the 
present as well as in the future, as well as swim-
ming, hiking, fishing, and the opportunity to 
enjoy nature.”

Since Camp Comfort’s inception in 1995, 
Sallie has worked with grieving children who 
are now adults and returning to Camp to serve 
as volunteers. The love and dedication among 
trained counselors, staff, and volunteers never 
lessens, nor do the grieving kids in need of 
Camp Comfort’s understanding, kindness, and 
love. But this year and last, grieving kids pre-
sented a new level of emotional pain; losing 
loved ones to COVID or isolating with loved 
ones dying from disease or addiction issues. 
Isolating is bad enough; but if you have no one 
to talk to about your grief it’s even worse. Camp 
Comfort offered one camp the summer of 2020 
when the entire world was locked down.

“In spite of COVID, we knew kids needed 
us last year. We obtained permission to open 
and called parents to see if they were comfort-
able having their children attend our overnight 
weekend camp. All were in agreement, so we 
were armed with masks, social distance man-
dates, and sanitizing standards, which we 
adhered to. It was an unusual camp during an 
unusual situation, but grieving kids were in 
need and that’s all that mattered. We ensured 
we were there for them.”

This summer, Camp Comfort returned to a 
normal schedule, with two camps offered, but 
now more than ever, economic pressures from 
losing jobs, housing, cutbacks, and outrageous 
bills put additional pressure on grieving fam-
ilies that impacted grieving kids. The Camp’s 
program includes meals, snacks, overnight 
accommodations, recreation, and workshops 
in the beautiful setting of Easterseals Rocky 
Mountain Village Camp in Empire, Colorado. 
Campers are charged $175 to attend Camp 
Comfort, but Sallie and her team are striving to 
find corporate and private sponsors so no child 
has to pay for Camp Comfort. “We usually 
have 30 children attend our weekend camps, 
and this year only 7 out of 30 campers had to 
pay $25 due to obtaining scholarships. Our last 

summer camp will be in mid-August this year, 
and we are already working to create a team to 
seek donors and sponsors for next year’s camp.” 

Camp Comfort is in need of your support. 
For more information, contact Sallie Wandling 
via email at swandling@mtevans.org. If you 
know a child between the ages of 6 and 12 who 
is in need of grief counseling, please call Mount 
Evans at 303-674-6400. 

Paul Eiselstein had a passion for the great 
outdoors and envisioned kids coming to a 
gorgeous site in Bailey that he purchased in 
1948. His vision remains as strong now as it 
did then and has expanded to year-round pro-
grams that include summer camps complete 
with horseback riding, archery, rock climbing 
and other classic camp activities, the Mountain 
Lab School outdoor education program as well 
as weekend retreats. During the summer, kids 
from ages 6 to 8 enjoy Pioneer Camp, kids 7 to 
9 attend Mountain Village, those 9 to 12 enjoy 
Wilderness Ridge, kids 11 to 13 enjoy Aspen 
View, ages 12 to 17 participate in Narrow Way 
Expeditions and those 14-17 enjoy Lodge 
Camp. Many of the Denver and Mountain 
schools and home schoolers utilize IdRaHaJe’s 
Mountain Lab school. 

Executive Director Mike DeBoer felt the 
pang of COVID shutting IdRaHaJe down last 
year, as did those who were turned away from 
all IdRaHaJe has to offer; however, Family 
Mountain Adventures allowed families to ride 
horses, ride the zip line and rock climb as a way 
to break with social isolation at IdRaHaJe and 
still social distance for safety. This summer, the 
floodgates opened with campers still required 
to social distance, but can still embrace the full 
IdRaHaJe summer camp experience. 

Mike reveals, “Our summer camps transition 
on August 7th from our summer camp pro-
gram into our Mountain Lab school outdoor 
education program. Kids definitely have wres-
tled with mental health issues due to COVID. 
Some have found it hard to reconnect socially 
and others were fearful about being outside. 
Camp was the perfect setting to tackle those 
and other issues. Our goal is to get kids outside 
and connect with other campers their age and 
help them grow in their faith.

“If you are looking for employment, we are 
hiring fulltime staff in the positions of cooking 
and housekeeping, and will also be hiring for 
summer programming staff. This is a great place 
to work and be part of a small community.” 

In the midst of COVID’s madness, IdRaHaJe 
was hit with a requirement to install a wastewa-
ter treatment plant that the State of Colorado 
deems is needed to be completely finished in 
the next few years. “Volunteer help would be 
greatly appreciated,” Mike asserts, “as we are 
trying to keep costs down. Due to the size and 
scope of the project, we’re in need of funds 
as well as laborers to help us keep the project 
manageable.”

IdRaHaJe might also need benevolent 
horse-loving, land-owning people who could 
winter some of the horses from their herd. 
While living in Bailey, I actually did this the 

same time I was housing a foreign exchange 
high school student. It was a blessing for all 
involved because I had a safe horse for a horse-
crazy girl who knew little to nothing about these 
majestic creatures. For more information about 
IdRaHaJe programs, positions, retreats, volun-
teer needs and horses, email Mike at director@
IdRaHaJe.org

Pleasant Park 4-H is as symbolic to Conifer 
as is the McKeever family who gifted the 
McKeever/Griffith Memorial Arena property to 
Conifer kids dating back to 1965. The 12.62 
acres complete with a gorgeous riding arena 
was not only a community gift, but it was also a 
godsend for the Pleasant Park 4-H Association. 
4-H is America’s largest youth development 
organization that is currently empowering 
approximately six million young people to 
learn lifetime skills, including leadership 
building, communication training, enhancing 
the school experience, and helping to prepare 
kids for life after school. Their science-based, 
healthy living and civic engagement programs 
are backed by a network of 100 public univer-
sities. Their hands-on learning and confidence 
building opportunities enhance creativity and 
curiosity with much-needed resiliency. 

Aspin Schulz, Organizational Leader for 
Pleasant Park 4-H, reveals, “Kids in Pleasant 
Park 4-H have the opportunity to learn archery, 
and they meet at McKeever Arena to practice 
with both recurve and compound bows. Our 
livestock group has several educational meet-
ings throughout the year to learn and practice 
livestock showmanship and techniques. Our 
dog-loving members also learn showmanship 
and agility, as well as a variety of dog-handling 
skills, and those with horses, or without, also 
attend educational meetings and learn how 
to enhance their riding skills. For those with 
baking interests, we offer cake decorating proj-
ects, and our youngest members who are 5 to 
7 years old have also have project meetings just 
for them.”

4-H instills the importance of community 
service with an endless list of opportunities 

that include environmental projects, support-
ing Ethnic Awareness Day, reading books or 
newspapers on tape and then distributing them 
to blind or visually impaired people, making 
gifts for kids in hospitals, preparing sack meals 
for homeless or homebound people, donating 
toys to children in hospitals, helping neighbors 
with small home improvement projects, cre-
ating petting zoos, participating in Elevation 
Celebration, picking up trash along highways, 
maintaining the McKeever Arena…the list is 
endless. 

Between the new experience of Zooming 
classes, Aspin reveals the challenge of Zooming 
4-H meetings. “It wasn’t as easy for 4-H mem-
bers, especially those who aren’t comfortable 
speaking up, to participate in the Zoom meet-
ings. An important aspect of 4-H is becoming 
comfortable with public speaking, giving pre-
sentations, interacting with one another, and 
offering suggestions as well as leading meet-
ings. 4-H is about interaction and involve-
ment. My son was hesitant to speak up due to 
being shy, and 4-H has done much to boost his 
confidence within this positive and welcom-
ing atmosphere. Coming back together this 
summer has been a wonderful experience. It’s 
much easier to build friendships when you can 
interact personally with one another.”

For more information about Pleasant 
Park 4-H, you can contact Aspin directly at 
303.906.1984 or use their club email at pp4h@
hotmail.com

Using our heads and hearts to safely recon-
nect is making people throughout the world 
realize the importance of hugs, being face to 
face for meetings, meals, and conversations. 
There’s also the need to grieve, seek help as well 
as safety, and cultivate our hobbies and interests 
that give life meaning, especially for our youth. 
Camp Comfort, IdRaHaJe, and Pleasant Park 
4-H are diverse organizations that are meeting 
specific needs for young people who need to 
share their truth, grieve, find safety, grow and 
bond. If COVID has taught us anything, may it 
be the importance of needing one another.
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NONPROFITS THAT PROVIDE HELP AND HOPE
AA, NA, and Al-Anon Meetings 
(Alcoholic Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, and Family and Friends of Alcoholics) 
Call for more information on meets and times for Bailey, Evergreen, Conifer: 

(866) 641-9190

Park County Human Services  
provides multiple services to all age groups from prenatal to senior citizens. The 
department’s primary focus is on vulnerable, “at-risk” clients, such as low-income, 
families, children in need of protection, seniors, and the disabled 

Bailey, Colorado Office contact number:  (719) 836-4139

PeaceWorks  
advocates for ALL in Evergreen, Conifer, Bailey (and beyond) who are  survivors, their 
children and companion animals, of intimate partner violence, abuse, sexual assault, 
sex trafficking, teen dating, violence, and stalking.  

24/7 Crisis Hotline: (303) 838-8181 
Admin Offices: (303) 838 7176

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by  MOUNTAIN CONNECTION   |   6949 highway 73, suite 7, evergreen, colorado 80439  |   t. 303-674-3701 • f. 303-674-3801
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I’m Just Sayin’…
August Kids and Back to School

Jeff Smith owner/publisher

First things first. A correction from 
last month’s article. It was Burland 
Ranchettes that is doing their mitiga-

tion, and not Richmond Hill. Hopefully they 
are doing some too. See the articles on page 
29 of this edition.

So August is back-to-school month. Or is 
it? I think most Colorado schools will be open 
in August, and now the question is: “To mask 
or not to mask”? Ask ten “experts” and you’ll 
get ten different answers. The Delta variant is 
here, but it looks like so far the vaccine holds 
up against it. So maybe if you choose not to 
get vaccinated you should continue to wear a 
mask. I’m no “expert” but it seems like that 
might make sense. But kids in school? Who 
knows the right call.

Bikers still riding highway 73. This morn-
ing one shot out in front of me at the Yellow 
Barn intersection. I had to veer left and hit 
the brakes. He didn’t stop at the stop sign, 
of course — they don’t apply to bicycles evi-
dently. I know, I sound angry. I am. This is 
a two-lane highway with a speed limit of 40 
mph in most places and no passing anywhere. 
Aren’t there better and safer places to ride 
your bikes?

It’s been a strange summer so far, with 
an early heat wave and lots of rain. We cer-
tainly needed the moisture, and some heat 
was welcome, but now it’s time to get back 
to “normal” weather and enjoy the mountains. 
Fishing, hiking, camping, boating, concerts, 
etc. ENJOY!

Broncos – Training camp starts July 28th. 
This will give us an idea of the quarterback 
situation and other positions where there is 
competition. I think you can still get free tick-
ets to one of the sessions.

Nuggets – If I were a betting man I would 
have put a lot on the Suns in 5. They looked 
good the first two games and then simply got 
outplayed. In the end the Bucks are the better 
team. See ya next year!

Avalanche – third year out in the second 
round. They have too much talent to let that 
happen every year. See ya next year!

Rockies – Play it out and see ya next year!

Quackadilly says:  
“Education means inspiring someone’s mind, 

not jut filling their head.” 
— Katie Lusk

Owner  / Publisher 
Sales Consultant 

jeff@mtnconnection.com
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donated to mountain area nonprofits by Your 
Mountain Connection through its beneficiary 

program of articles and monthly cash donations.

Beneficiary Coordinator Margo Hamilton
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Health and Fall Fixup 

deadline for ads and articles is August 16

Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire  

healthy living, happy families, and community giving.  

Deadline is the 16th of each month. 600 words. 

Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.  

Stories accepted on a space-available basis only.  
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Cover Artist  
Amy Love

Our August cover artist, Amy Love, 
has been designing art for over twen-
ty-five years. Originally from Boulder, 

Amy is a native Coloradan who has lived in 
Evergreen for the past 30 years. 

Her love of working with fabrics and hand-
made papers stemmed originally from making 
small art cards. This eventually evolved into 
mixed media collage landscape art, in a much 
bigger format. One can find items ranging 
from her larger framed works to smaller, more 
affordable, matted versions in sizes 8 x 10 or 
11 x 14. Each piece is an original work, which 
is never recreated in print. 

Amy’s inspiration for landscapes comes 
from a combination of living in the Colorado 
mountains most of her life, and her passion 
for bold, vivid colors. Ms. Love’s work can be 
found in galleries throughout Colorado.

Contact Ms. Love at  
amylovedesigns@gmail.com

Camp Comfort IdRaHaJe Pleasant Park 4-H
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from the experts

—  E V E R G R E E N  H E A LT H  I N S U R A N C E  —

What Medicare Does  
and Does Not Cover

BY DANA REGALADO

For many of us, the opportu-
nity to sign up for Medicare 
benefits is a big 65th birthday 
gift! But it’s also like one of 
those gifts you have to assemble 
correctly in order for it to work, 
and there are a lot of pieces to 
sort through. It’s important 
to explore those details and 
weigh your coverage options 
so you don’t end up on the 
hook for unexpected health 
care costs and you’re aware 
of which healthcare costs are covered — and 
which aren’t.

Like Social Security, Medicare Part A (hospi-
tal coverage) is a benefit you’ve been funding 
for years through payroll taxes. And as long 
as you or your spouse’s work history spans at 
least 10 years, Part A comes at no cost. Part B 
(physician and other services) has a monthly 
premium ($148.50/mo. for most in 2021). 
Unless you still have creditable coverage 
through an employer, make sure to sign up 
during your initial enrollment window (from 
three months prior to three months following 
your birth month). If you wait longer, you’ll 
pay late-enrollment penalties.

Medicare Parts A and B cover about 80% of 
most healthcare expenses. Original Medicare 
does not cover these 6 things: Dental, Vision, 
Hearing, Prescriptions, Long Term Care, and 
any healthcare services that take place out-
side the U.S. Adding a Medigap (or Medicare 
Supplement) plan and a Part D prescription 
plan is a way to fill in the gaps for Medicare 
covered services. But adding a Supplement 
plan or switching to an Advantage plan still 
doesn’t cover most of the aforementioned 
services heavily utilized by many seniors. 
Separate plans are needed if you want them.

Part D prescription drug 
coverage is not included with 
Medigap plans, though it is 
often included with Medicare 
Part C (if you switch to an 
Advantage plan).

Following an inpatient hos-
pital stay of 3 days or longer, 
Medicare will cover up to 
100 days in a skilled nursing 
facility if you need more than 
custodial care. Neither original 
Medicare, Supplement plans, 

nor Advantage plans cover long term care. 
Outside the U.S., original Medicare covers 

nothing. Most Advantage plans have world-
wide coverage for urgent and emergency care. 
Foreign providers are not required to accept 
your plan, and you will likely have to pay out of 
pocket and wait for reimbursement.

Medicare will pay for cataract removal and 
one pair of corrective lenses; otherwise, it 
doesn’t cover vision or expensive hearing loss 
care. And if you are one of the 1/3 of seniors 
under or 1/2 of seniors over 75 who suffer 
from hearing loss, sadly you will pay 100% of 
exams, fittings, and hearing aids.

Routine dental exams, cleanings and x-rays, 
fillings, root canals, crowns and bridges… 
none of this is covered by Medicare. You 
may have limited dental coverage in your 
Advantage Plan. 

We are local, certified brokers familiar with 
the various coverage plans in our area. Give 
us a call if we can help with any of your ques-
tions or needs.

Call Ed and Dana Regalado at 303-674-1945 
or email: edregalado46@gmail.com.  

Their office is located at  
27945 Meadow Drive, Evergreen, CO 80439.

—  T H E  S A S Q U AT C H  O U T P O S T  —

The Sasquatch Chronicles
BY JIM MYERS

This has been a busy month 
for the Sasquatch Outpost. 
Our newest additions to the 
museum (we’re calling them 
“Boss” and “Junior”) have been 
a huge hit, and just about 
every day we’ll hear at least a 
couple of screams when some 
unsuspecting customer sud-
denly “discovers” that our “big 
boy” actually moves! I love lis-
tening from outside the door 
as kids are talking to each 
other: “Look! It moved!” “No 
it didn’t…Oh, I saw it move 
too!” Pretty funny. When we 
moved Boomer out (our origi-
nal museum Sasquatch) I was 
upset to see that both of his 
feet were broken from people 
who insisted on climbing back behind so 
they could take their picture “with” Boomer, 
and in the process crushed his feet. I honestly 
don’t get the lack of respect for others’ prop-
erty or possessions that is so prevalent today. 
As a result I’ve had to build a 2+ foot barrier 
around the entire new display to discourage 
our more adventurous patrons from seeking 
too much intimate contact with The Boss.

Last week I spent two days and a night in 
the Lost Creek Wilderness, and had some 
interesting experiences during the night. A 
friend and I went in on horseback, and took 
a third horse to carry our gear . We decided 
not to take tents this time, but to sleep in our 
sleeping bags with only a tarp above us to 
protect us from the rain. It was my first time 
to sleep in the open, even though the 5 mm 
of nylon that our tents are made of is, when 
it really comes down to it, no protection at 

all. It comes down to the idea 
that if we can’t see what’s out-
side our tent, then what’s out-
side can’t see us either…and 
therefore we’re “safe.” Anyway, 
I felt relatively safe knowing 
that there were three horses 
tethered a short distance 
away, and they would alert us 
to anything coming into the 
camp. Around midnight one 
of the horses started “purr-
ing” (the low “grumble” that 
horses make in their throat 
when someone they know 
approaches), but she was look-
ing away from the camp into 
the darkness when she did 
it. That was weird. My friend 
had also placed motion sensor 

lights all around the campsite, and at one 
point three lights came on one after the other 
starting on our left, then in front of us and 
then to our right — boom, boom, boom. And 
yet nothing was there. The last strange thing 
was a face that we picked up through a night 
vision device: a round, dark, fuzzy face and 
two gleaming eyes. It stared in our direction 
for 6 – 7 minutes — eyes unblinking — a little 
“Ewok” fur-ball creature. Was it a juvenile 
Sasquatch? Something else? I honestly don’t 
know. It was quite a night.

Come by and check out the store  
and museum for yourself!  

149 Main Street in Bailey. Open every day.  
You can contact us by writing to:  

info@sasquatchoutpost.com

“It stared in 
our direction for 
6 to 7 minutes, 
unblinking.”

Opportunity Meets Technique 
BY DUANE REDFORD

“Got her right where we want her, Johnny.”
I was fishing with John 
Frey one day not too 
long ago. John is a 
longtime client who 
has turned into a good 
friend. We have great 
fly fishing adventures 
together. One day, we 
were fishing the Eagle 
River near the town of 
Wolcott when we found 
ourselves in the middle 
of a black caddis hatch.

The fish began to pop 
the surface everywhere in the glide in which 
we were standing, and we began to move sev-
eral fish on a two-bug dry rig consisting of a 
yellow sally dry and a size eighteen Black Elk 
Hair Caddis. We stuck to the formula, using 
only necessary, long quartering upstream or 
direct upstream casts, short drifts, and a heavy 
dose of stealth. By chance, I glanced upstream 
and spied a large dorsal fin protruding from the 
water that just so happened to be connected to a 
twenty-inch rainbow. I pointed her out to John.

Now being an experienced, elite angler, 
John didn’t go directly into a cast toward 
this fish. We stood and watched for a bit, 
snipped down to a single fly as we left the 
caddis attached, while devising a plan, and 
getting her feeding cadence. The rainbow was 
about forty feet upstream of us, to our left as 
we looked upstream, about ten inches off the 
bank in about eight inches of water. To com-
pound the difficulty, she was tucked behind a 
small bush that protruded into the water off 
the bank about a foot and a half above her.

“Got her right where we want her, Johnny,” 
I whispered, to which he replied, “Let’s get 
this beast.”

We chuckled as I 
motioned us a little 
closer. It’s not that John 
can’t make that sort of 
cast, but I failed to men-
tion we also were enjoy-
ing intermittent gusts of 
wind, up to twenty–five 
miles an hour from left 
to right. I told John to 
wait for a wind lull, and 
to shoot for a spot three 
to four feet above the 
fish. “Make sure you 

leave some slack, so we don’t have to mend 
and possibly spook her, and for heaven’s sake, 
keep the line off the top of her ,”’ I demanded.

John glanced over his left shoulder and 
down at me, and asked, “Is that all?” “Yep,” 
I said, then we both smiled as he went into a 
back cast.

There comes a time, when you watch the 
elite doing anything in motion, that you just 
shake your head and smile. There was no luck 
involved as John made that cast and drift in 
one shot. We landed that fish, and I think 
John would tell you himself that he couldn’t 
have pulled that off even a couple of years 
prior. His technique, experience, and knowl-
edge have collided to make him an accom-
plished angler.

I’m scheduled to fish with John soon, and 
always look forward to his enthusiasm and 
willingness to take risks.

Fear No Water!

Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing 
guide, author, national speaker, and signa-

ture fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.  
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook

Skilled anglers have a knack for putting  
gorgeous fish in the net.

—  E Q U I L A N E  L E N D I N G ,  L L C  —

Mortgage Updates 
Mid Year Madness!

BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

Here are some updates that 
may save some money on a 
refinance or help you buy more 
investment properties.

Fannie Mae announced the 
elimination of the “adverse 
market refinance fee.” That 
extra price adjustment affected 
conventional conforming refi-
nance loans where “cash out” 
was taken — making those 
loans a bit more expensive last 
year. The fee translated to a 
slightly higher interest rate, not a separate line 
item. The fee is being removed for new cash-
out loans closing in August 2021. 
Cash-out Refinances: If you still need to get 
cash out for home improvements or to consol-
idate debts, now is a good time to revisit that 
given the announcement.

If you did take cash out with a refinance last 
year, there are a couple reasons to revisit that. 
With the increased values being experienced 
throughout Colorado, the loan-to-value (LTV) 
could have greatly improved, in addition to 
any home improvements made. Having paid 
off any high interest debts with that last refi-
nance, it should have increased your credit 
scores. With improved credit scores and low 
LTVs, it could result in better rates with a new 
refinance, making it worthwhile to at least 
check to see if a lower interest rate or shorter 
loan term can be obtained. 
RefiNow™ or Refi Possible — New Loans 
for Lower Income Borrowers: There are new 
conventional loans that could help borrowers 
in lower income brackets refinance to take 
advantage of lower rates. It can only be used 

one time. The current loan 
must be a conventional loan 
owned by Fannie or Freddie. 
(We will verify that as part of 
qualifying.) Credit score must 
be at least 620.

The borrower’s income used 
for qualifying needs to meet 
income limit restrictions. The 
loan allows for much higher 
debt-to-income ratios, so it 
can help those in lower income 
brackets. There are other qual-

ifications that must be met, and no cash out 
is allowed. No mortgage late payments are 
allowed in the last six months, but one late is 
allowed in the last 12 months. Self-employed 
borrowers can qualify with just one year tax 
returns. Divorcing clients using maintenance 
or child support to qualify need only one 
month documentation of receipt along with 
the copy of the court order or separation 
agreement.

There are qualifying differences between 
the loans. The new loan must meet required 
reductions in interest rate and monthly pay-
ment amounts. If an appraisal is required, 
there is a $500 credit at closing provided to 
the borrower.
Investment Property Loans: There are several 
new loans available to build rental property 
portfolios. These allow qualifying based on 
Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) instead 
of qualifying with personal income or employ-
ment documentation. No W2s, pay stubs or 
tax returns required. 

Call now while rates are low to explore 
options!

Wanda Norge, Certified Mortgage Advisor (CMA), Certified Divorce Lending Professional 
(CDLP), National Association of Divorce Professionals (NADP), Equilane Lending, LLC 

(NMLS: 387869), 18 yrs exp, 23-yr Evergreen Resident, Phone: 303-419-6568,  
loans@wandanorge.com, www.equilane.com, (NMLS: 280102)

— HARRIS TAX AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT —

It’s Back to School — For Mom! 
BY MELONY HARRIS

August is the month when kids 
return to school and parents 
issue a sigh of relief that their off-
spring continue the time-hon-
ored role of student. But what 
if the student is now Mom, 
Dad, or even Grandma? Studies 
are showing that in the post- 
pandemic world, universities, 
community colleges, and trade 
schools are seeing a significant 
uptick in older adult enroll-
ment. No longer the non-tra-
ditional student, adults who return to school 
are not as rare as they once were. Most adults 
have figured out that there is no such thing 
as knowing it all, that as soon as we think we 
have it all figured out, something happens, or 
is improved upon, or is changed from what we 
knew. Adults who go back to school typically 
fall into three categories: people who want to 
switch careers and need specialized courses, 
first time collegians, and older adults looking 
to pursue a topic that interests them. 

A study by the Berkeley School of Psychology 
gave evidence that 65% of college graduates 
were not employed in the field of their degrees. 
They reported their dissatisfaction from choos-
ing a career that did not fulfill them. Many of 
these people said the thought of staying in their 
current job was disheartening and the switch 
was better late than never, and many wanted to 
show their children that the pursuit of a career 
should not be about money but satisfaction. 

A survey of 16 U.S. universities showed that 
36% of their incoming freshmen were above 
the age of 25. While many factors go into this 
statistic, the over-arching reason given is that 

the gap years, or “getting some 
experience in real life,” contrib-
ute to a more focused career 
path. It also indicated that 
potential students were react-
ing to job opportunities that 
needed a college education. 

A growing group of back-
to-schoolers are the students 
who have a deeper motiva-
tional reason. For many older 
students, this is often related 
to courses that were not offered 

when they were in school or topics they have 
become interested in as adults. The tech worker 
who decides to go back to learn forestry, or the 
nurse who wants to become a doctor, can now 
pursue those goals without constraints. These 
students have found a career path that has 
meaning and value in their lives. 

It takes bravery and tenacity to go back to 
school as an older adult, especially if one has 
been away from a classroom for a long time. It 
can require a lifestyle change and can be dif-
ficult if you have a family or job to care for. 
But it can also be extremely rewarding. As one 
student said, “I now sit and do homework with 
my 14-year-old son, and we both have found 
out we don’t like math!” Learning never stops, 
and the fascination with learning something 
new helps to keep us young and involved. 
Returning to school for personal satisfaction, 
for self confidence, and to be role models for 
others are great motivators, but embracing the 
notion that you are never too late in life to go 
back to school, or knowing there is always 
more to learn, can free you up to find that one 
thing that will make you happy.

Melony Harris is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional and an Investment 
Adviser Representative. Her office is located at 7112 W Jefferson Ave. Suite 107, Lakewood, 

CO 80235. www.wealthmanagementsimplified.com. She can be reached at 303-985-7654. 
Securities and advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®,  

Member FINRA / SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser. General accounting, tax preparation, 
and payroll processing services offered by Harris Tax & Wealth Management,  

PC are separate and unrelated to Commonwealth.
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What is Gum Disease?
BY ALEX ROBERTS

As dentists, we commonly talk 
about the relationship between 
oral health, particularly gum 
disease, and overall health con-
ditions, such as diabetes, heart 
disease, pregnancy complica-
tions, and Alzheimer’s. Gum 
disease, also called periodon-
tal disease, is very common 
among adults; an estimated 42 
percent of U.S. adults age 30 
years or over with teeth have 
periodontal disease, accord-
ing to a recent study in the 
Journal of the American Dental 
Association. So, what exactly is 
periodontal disease?

Periodontal disease is an 
inflammation and infection of the gums that, if 
severe, can lead to the loss of the bone support 
that holds your teeth in place. It is caused by 
plaque, a sticky film of bacteria that is constantly 
trying to form on teeth. Plaque has a high level 
of bacteria, and the response of our bodies to 
these bacteria is what can lead to gum disease. 
If plaque is not removed, it can turn into hard 
tartar that must be removed by your dentist 
and can lead to gum disease as well. There are 
approximately 800 species of bacteria in the oral 
cavity, and many of these are completely normal 
and harmless. If oral hygiene is poor, or a person 
has a family or genetic predisposition to gum 
disease, the risk of developing it increases. If 
you have parents or siblings who are missing 
teeth or have partials or dentures, it is a good 
idea to regularly have your teeth evaluated. 

Symptoms of periodontal disease include 
gums that are red and swollen or bleed easily 
when cleaning between the teeth; gums that 
have pulled away from the teeth; consistent 

bad breath; pus coming from 
gums or teeth; teeth that seem 
to be loose or moving; or any 
change in the way your teeth 
and bite fit together.

If it is left untreated, peri-
odontal disease can cause 
loosening of teeth due to the 
destruction of the bone that 
supports the teeth. Eventually, 
left untreated, it can cause tooth 
loss. Losing the bone of your 
jaw also can cause difficulty 
if the plan is to replace teeth 
with a removable denture or 
implants. In some cases, enough 
bone loss can prevent teeth from 
being replaced all together. 

So what can be done to avoid or treat gum 
disease? The best way to prevent it is good oral 
hygiene, including brushing at least twice per 
day, flossing between the teeth once per day 
and maintaining regular visits to the dentist 
to catch any problems early. We do an exam 
every year to measure the health of your gums 
and to ensure there have been no changes in 
gum health. If gum disease is diagnosed, we 
address it with a deep form of cleaning known 
as scaling and root planing, or in severe cases, 
with referral to a gum specialist, called a 
periodontist. 

Gum disease is something that is quite 
common, but if addressed early, can be very 
predictably treated, and the chance of keep-
ing all your teeth is good. Contact your den-
tist if you think you may have gum disease or 
would like to be evaluated. 

28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260 
Evergreen, CO 80439  

(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com

“If left untreated, 
gum disease can 

cause tooth loss.”

—  E V E R G R E E N  A N I M A L  H O S P I TA L  —

Does My Dog Need Sunscreen?
BY DR. PAUL

As we get back outside to 
enjoy the warm summer days, 
we naturally want to include 
our canine companions. While 
preparing for hikes, vacations, 
and other journeys, we face the 
question…does my dog need 
sunscreen, too? Let’s find out.

The dangers of sun expo-
sure in dogs are similar to 
those of humans:
• Sunburn to exposed skin 

– redness, pain, hair loss. 
Watch the bridge of the nose, 
ear tips, and the skin around 
their lips in particular

• Other sun-related skin dis-
eases due to more chronic exposure

• Skin cancer – dogs can develop some of the 
same types of skin cancer that humans get.
With this in mind, some dogs definitely 

need sunscreen. But, which ones?
1. Dogs with short hair or fur
2. Dogs with lighter skin
3. Dogs who are shaved for the summer season
4. Dogs who like to sunbathe with their bellies 
exposed or who go on regular walks in sunny 
areas
5. Dogs at altitude – Thinner air and more 
intense sunlight mean plenty of water, fre-
quent breaks, and sunscreen!
6. Dogs with hair loss from another condition

Beware: all sunscreens are not the same. 
Here are some things to look for, and a few to 
avoid. Some things to look for:
1. DO NOT use human sunscreens on your 
pet. ONLY use pet-approved sunscreens. These 
sunscreens are designed with the knowledge 
that dogs may lick some of it off. While this 

should generally be discour-
aged, these products should 
be safer for potential ingestions 
than human sunscreens.
2. Look for non-staining 
formulas.
3. Generally, fragrance-free 
products are best for a dog’s 
sensitive nose.
4. UVA and UVB coverage with 
an SPF of 15 – 30. This infor-
mation may be available on the 
product website.

A few things to avoid:
1. Products containing ZINC. 
Zinc is toxic to dogs
2. Products containing COCOA 

BUTTER. The high fat content that can cause 
gastrointestinal distress or pancreatitis.
3. Any product with an “ingestion warning.”

How often do I need to apply sunscreen 
to my dog? Generally, about every two hours, 
but always follow the application and reap-
plication directions for the product that you 
choose.

My dog has a lot of exposed skin or has 
very short fur. What about dog protective 
gear like a UV-blocking vest? These can be 
a great idea for dogs with significant expo-
sure where large scale application and re-ap-
plication of a liquid sunscreen or spray will 
be problematic. Keep in mind, however, that 
they will still need a topical sunscreen for 
areas not covered by the vest.
* NOTE: This article is for informational purposes 
only and does not constitute veterinary advice. If 
you have any concerns about your pet’s exposure 
to UV radiation, please contact your primary care 
veterinarian.

Evergreen Animal Hospital • 32175 Castle Ct, Evergreen CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331  
Evergreen Animal Hospital is open every day, excluding major holidays, for urgent care  
and general practice needs. Hours: Monday – Friday 7 am – 7 pm, Sat – Sun 8 am – 5 pm.  

Feel free to contact us anytime at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.

Dr. Paul, Regional Medical Director  
for Valley Veterinary Care’s  

Colorado hospitals, including 
Evergreen Animal Hospital

Every month in  

stories are contributed by local residents to inspire 
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

Our September theme  
is Health and Fall Fixup!

We’d love to hear what you have to say! 
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.  

[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]

Current Conditions, by Beverley Harper Tinsley  
beverley-harper-tinsley.pixels.com
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Aspen Park  • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen  • Kittredge  • PineAspen Park  • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen  • Kittredge  • Pine

When you buy 
from a small 
business an 

Actual Person 
does a little  

Happy Dance.
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In 2008 a hail storm caused $194,000,000 
of damage in the Denver metro area. 
Insurance companies brought in inde-

pendent insurance adjusters to deal with the 
huge surge of claims. One of those adjusters, 
Josh Wutschke, fell in love with the area and 
stayed after the job was finished. He started 
Enviro Roofing and Construction in 2009, 
first centered out of the Englewood area before 
Josh moved up to Bailey in 2012. The com-
pany does both residential and commercial 
work along the I-25 corridor from Colorado 
Springs to Fort Collins, as well as Sterling, 
Fairplay, Summit County, and of course, here 
in Evergreen, Conifer, and Bailey.

Having been an insurance adjuster, Josh 
is acutely aware of the fraud people have 

encountered with roofing contractors. The 
contract laws for roofers now include pro-
visions to help with this (new rules about 
deposits, start dates, and other options to 
make it easier for the consumer to cancel 
the contract), but most people do not know 
about these new rules. Enviro Roofing and 
Construction has been in business for twelve 
years and has earned a BBB A+ rating. In many 
cases they can do the job without a deposit, 
and they offer the homeowner a chance to pay 
on completion.

A key reason to shop locally is the opportu-
nity to get to know the owner of the business 
and see their track record. Josh believes in 
treating his crews and his clients fairly, and as 
a result he has several roofing crews that have 

been with him for years, including a crew that 
has been there since the start of the business. 
This business philosophy has encouraged a 
host of repeat clients as well.

Being in the mountains as we are, the two big 
natural disasters we worry about are fires and 
hail damage. Enviro Roofing and Construction 
can install Class A Fire Rated roofing as well as 
Class 4 impact-resistant shingles, which hold 
up to hail better. Most insurance companies 
offer discounts for these roofs, so be sure to 
check with your agent when considering a 
new roof.

Josh also owns American Asphalt 
Restoration, which provides driveway installs, 
repairs, and seal coating. When he has free 
time, Josh enjoys motorcycle riding, four 

wheeling, and beekeeping. Recently he lost his 
bees to colony collapse and is hoping for the 
chance to  repopulate his hives when the bees 
swarm this summer.

Enviro Roofing and Construction can also 
install solar panels and provide other con-
struction services. Josh and his crew take 
pride in quality craftsmanship and won’t rest 
until you are 100% satisfied.

Enviro Roofing and Construction  
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE  

INSPECTION AND ESTIMATE  
303-953-7079  •  enviroroofing.com

American Asphalt Restoration 
303-586-5041

business profile

ENVIRO ROOFING  
AND CONSTRUCTION 
BY GARY LOFFLER

Dedicated to providing  
eco-friendly solutions  
for your exterior  
improvement needs.

PHOTO BY GARY LOFFLER
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Protect Your Pet This Summer
BY DR. DAVID DIMEO

Are you enjoying the warm 
summer weather? Most likely 
your pet is too. However, there are 
some hazards to be aware of that 
can be harmful to your pet. 

Everyone knows that the tem-
perature in a car can quickly get 
over 100 degrees. Leaving pets 

in a car in the summer is dangerous. 
Every summer there are news articles 
about pets and even children who are 
left in a hot car. Pet owners have a spe-
cial bond with their furry family mem-
bers and it is understandable that you 
want to be with them. However, if you 
are going where pets are not allowed, 
it is safer to leave your pet in the cool 
comfort of home.

Summer is a time for travel. When 
traveling by car, be sure your pet is 
confined to a carrier or a kennel. 
Larger dogs should be restrained with 
a seatbelt or harness in the back seat. 
These handy adapters can be pur-
chased at most pet stores. An unre-
strained pet can be seriously injured 
in a quick, sudden stop or collision. 
They can also cause an accident if 
they move around a car too freely. Pets 
have been injured by jumping out of 

a vehicle while moving or stationary 
so keep the windows closed and air 
conditioning on. 

If your pet is nervous about travel, 
try starting with short rides and gradu-
ally increase the duration. Medications 
are available to help pets who do not 
adapt well to travel. When traveling 
by air, be sure to check the airline’s 
pet travel requirements. Airlines often 
will not accept pets during very hot or 
very cold weather.

Do you enjoy a nice summertime 
hike in our beautiful mountains? 
Odds are your dog does too, but 
pay attention to your dog’s behavior. 
Small dogs cannot go as far as larger 
dogs. Dogs with heavy, thick coats 
will overheat faster. Be sure to bring 
plenty of fresh water for you and your 
pup. Lightweight, inexpensive, col-
lapsible bowls are available. Mountain 
Parks Veterinary Hospital has a lim-
ited supply. If you would like a com-
plimentary water bowl, please come 

in and ask for one. Watch for signs of 
heat exhaustion, such as heavy pant-
ing and lethargy. If your pet becomes 
overheated, try to cool him or her and 
get to a veterinarian. A pet’s feet can 
get bruised, cut, or burned on sharp, 
hot rocks. Ask your pet store about 
products to help protect your pet’s 
feet. Keep your dog on leash so he or 
she does not interact with wildlife, 
some of which can be dangerous  

The wet spring has produced a 
bumper crop of mushrooms. Some 
mushrooms are safe to eat, but many 
are not. Do not let your dog eat or lick 
mushrooms. Many are toxic and can 
lead to seizures, vital organ failure, 
and death. If you are not experienced 
in identifying mushrooms remove any 
and all mushrooms from your dog’s 
play area.

(303) 674-3156  
www.mountainparksvet.com.  

We want your dog to live a long  
and happy life.

Veterinary Hospital  •  303-674-3156
Mon and Fri: 8am – 5pm
Tues, Wed, Thurs: 8am – 6pm
Sat: 8am – 1pm
Sun: Closed

Adventure Camp & Pet Lodge 
303-670-7118 

Mon – Fri: 7am – 12pm & 2pm – 6:30pm
Sat & Sun: 7am – 12pm & 2pm – 6pm

SHOULD I GET SOLAR PANELS OR WAIT FOR TESLA SOLAR SHINGLES?
BY JEANNETTE NEUBEISER, VALORROOFANDSOLAR.COM

Electricity prices have risen dramatically 
in the last few years, and the appeal of 
solar-generated electricity has gained 

momentum. Yet what kind of solar source is 
best? First, if you are a homeowner, OWNERSHIP 
of your solar source is a must. When you pay for 
the solar source materials and equipment that 
you OWN, you are feeding your own golden 
goose of wealth: HOME EQUITY. Why rent 
your power from the electric company with 
consistently escalating rates when you can pay 
lower, predictable installments than you would 
with rising monthly electric bills!

Get the tax credits while the getting is 
good. 2021 and 2022, the tax credits are 26% 
of the entire system investment. The 2023 tax 
credit drops to 22% and currently we are unsure 
of the federal government’s future incentives 
after 2023. Meanwhile the push to build infra-
structure to switch to renewable power sourced 
by huge, monopoly utility companies is fiercely 
driving up electricity rates. The opportunity 
cost of not switching to affordable solar is ter-
rible with ever-increasing monthly bills and 
having no return on an investment such as you 
would have with your own solar.

Coupled with significant tax incentives to 
switch to renewable energy, going solar is a 
no-brainer when you sell your home. Currently 
you receive over a quarter of the total invest-
ment in return as soon as you file your taxes. 
Plus, in Colorado, the latest real estate statistics 
according to NREL’s PVWatts® Calculator show 
that solar panel systems add roughly $4,000 in 
value per kilowatt or $4/watt of your system, 
adding anywhere between $15,000 to $30,000 
or more in value to the price of Colorado 
homes. This equity value increases as our elec-
tric bills continue to rise. The roof value of Tesla 

shingles increases home equity 
as well. Current statistics were 
not readily available at the time 
of this article as to whether the 
full retail cost of the expensive 
shingles is carried over into the 
home value. With ready stats on 
how owned panels are valued, 
home sellers are realizing 
quickly that solar pays and pays 
well, often significantly more 
than the initial cost due to the 
tax credit. Therefore, the sooner 
homeowners switch to solar, the more money 
they can put in their own pockets.
What are the pros and cons of new panels 
versus Tesla shingles?
Pros for Panels:
Panels as well as a full roof replacement 
are significantly more affordable than Tesla 
shingles: Asphalt roof replacement prices in 
Colorado average about $12,000 – $20,000 
per 2,500 – 3,000 square feet. Typical panels 
on a 2,500 – 3,000 square foot home can be 
$15,000 – $25,000 depending on electricity 
usage needs. The combination is significantly 
less than Tesla. For Tesla shingles, the same 
home can be $65,000 – $100,000+ depending 
on the system design.

Extensively used in residential construction 
since 2005, panels are a stable technology with 
many local contractors having proven experi-
ence with them. Fewer local contractors are 
experienced and specialize in the installment of 
the Tesla shingles. 

Panels are considered more effective than 
Tesla shingles and more versatile. Unaffected by 
the roof’s base roofing material, panels can be 
placed on nearly every roof except wood-shake 

and can be individually tilted 
and positioned to catch the 
most sunlight. Less versatile, 
Tesla shingles are not suitable 
for every roof design and their 
effectiveness is more dependent 
on the geographic location of 
the home and the roof orienta-
tion. Tesla shingles are installed 
flat with no tilt. 
Cons for Panels:
Solar panels must be taken off 
for roof replacement and then 

reinstalled. Your homeowners’ insurance will 
cover removal and reinstallation cost if you 
have filed an insurance claim.

The panels can be noticeable on the roof of 
your home. (From my biased vantage point as 
a solar consultant, the sexy, modern, black-on-
black panels that we provide are almost invisi-
ble on dark roofs.)

Some historical buildings are deemed best 
not to have panels, and so Tesla shingles may be 
better for roof replacement in such instances, 
if allowed.

Tesla shingles have a panache; and if you 
have a very large budget, Tesla shingles are 
newer and have created a buzz in the market-
place, as well as in certain social circles. Solar 
panels can be very sleek and modern and entic-
ing as an economically smarter option than 
renting your power from your utility company. 
Panels are more “brandless” and the quality of 
your solar pro as well as the warranties are of 
utmost importance. Find a company with a 
known reputation for integrity and account-
ability when it comes to solar systems.
If you would rather not incur the cost of 
replacing your entire roof with an expensive 

Tesla solar power system that is also a roof, 
you will add the following benefits to your 
home with solar panels:
• When paid in installments, panels are a 

steady equity builder in your home instead 
of escalating electric bills from your utility 
company.

• Solar panels are better for the environment 
than carbon based sources of power. Solar 
panels are carbon-neutral in 2 years and 
when discarded, they can be recycled.

• Solar systems can be purchased with no 
upfront costs by swapping your electric bill 
with your solar payment.

• Panels set an excellent example for your 
family and community to switch to renew-
able energy.

• Panels are an easy way to take advantage of 
tax credits typically ranging from $5,000 – 
10,000. That is money back on your yearly 
taxes. 

• Panels cannot be barred by an HOA, accord-
ing to a recent Colorado Supreme Court 
ruling.

• Installing solar panels is not time-intensive 
on your part. Professional system installers 
create seamless processes to where you will 
hardly notice the work being done in essen-
tially a day.

Jeannette Neubeiser is a Commercial  
and Residential Solar Consultant with  

Valor Roof and Solar, an integrity-focused, 
5-star, roofing and solar company. For a 

customized design and economic analysis and 
discussion of your building’s or home’s best 

use of solar panels, call 303.770.ROOF  
or Jeannette at 720.308.4477.
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Evergreen Mountain Area Historical Society (EMAHS) is a non-profit organization  
whose purpose is to protect, preserve and promote the history of Jefferson County. EMAHS 
members contribute their time and financial support to collect, preserve and interpret local 

history, ensuring a legacy that enriches the lives of present and future generations.  
Contact EMAHS at 303 670- 0784 or visit their website at jchscolorado.org.

Back in 2006 I read for the first 
time about a forgotten true hero in 
Colorado history:  
Capt Silas S. Soule. He was a 
man of strong character and 
moral courage. He was a man of 
conviction. He was a man who 
knew the right thing to do and had 
the will to do it, no matter what 
the personal consequences. 

He and fellow cavalry officer Lt Joseph 
Cramer had written letters in late 1864 
that sparked an investigation into a 

“battle” between the 1st and 3rd Colorado 
Cavalry and the Arapahoe and Cheyenne 
Indians at Sand Creek, causing it to be deemed 
a massacre of peaceful Indians. Those letters 
that contained graphic details of the massacre 
were subsequently lost to history. In 2000 they 
were discovered by Linda Rebeck in a trunk in 
her Evergreen attic. The letters had belonged to 
her grandfather Marl Blunt, a Colorado pioneer. 
The trunk in which the letters were found had 
belonged to Linda’s mother. Upon discovering 
the letters, Linda Rebeck turned them over to 
the Colorado Historical Society (now History 
Colorado.) At about that same time US Senator 
Ben Nighthorse Campbell was attempting to 
get Congress to designate Sand Creek as a his-
toric site, but his legislation was not making 
much progress. David Halaas, the former Chief 
Historian of the Colorado Historical Society, 
was set to testify in Washington in support of 
our Senator’s efforts. The arrival of the Soule 
and Cramer letters was very timely. Halaas took 
the letters with him to Washington. Senator 
Nighthorse Campbell read them to his fellow 
senators, many of whom were deeply moved by 
the reading, including influential Senator John 
Warner. The legislation passed a few weeks 
later establishing the Sand Creek Massacre 
National Historic Site. 

Silas Soule’s letter, testimony back in early 
1865, and subsequent assassination were well 
known to the descendants of the survivors of 
the massacre. I was stunned that apparently 
most Coloradoans had never heard of him 
before. Only a few were aware of Soule’s heroic 
efforts on behalf of oppressed peoples in our 
country, not just Indians, but also slaves. He 
had only received brief mention in texts and 
articles that dealt with abolition, “bleeding 
Kansas,” the Battle of Glorieta Pass, and the 
Sand Creek Massacre. 

I visited Silas’s grave in the Riverside 
Cemetery on the east bank of the South Platte 
River in northeast Denver, marked by a simple 
gravestone not unlike those of his military 
brethren crowded around him. The surface of 
his grave was covered in dirt, sand, and clumps 
of parched grass, an ironic similarity to the 

ground of Sand Creek. A few simple fist-sized 
rocks lay upon the top of his gravestone, the 
only thing that distinguished this courageous 
man from those around him. I assumed that 
these were placed there as a sign of respect 
by the Cheyenne and Arapaho descendants of 
Sand Creek who come there each November 
29th as part of their Annual Spiritual Healing 
Run on the anniversary of the 1864 Sand Creek 
Massacre to honor Captain Silas Soule and his 
fellow officer Lt. Joseph Cramer with a Sunrise 
Ceremony. Each year they start their run days 
before at the site of the massacre outside of 
Eads, Colorado, arriving on the morning of the 
29th to honor Soule and Cramer, then continue 
on to the State Capital. They knew and appre-
ciated what they had done. Most of us do not. 
As I walked away from Silas’ grave that day I 
was beset with a powerful feeling that his lying 
there in relative anonymity was somehow very 
wrong. Who was this young man of principal, 
courage, and honor? This is his story.

Silas Stillman Soule was born into an ardent 
abolitionist family in Bath, Maine, on July 26, 
1838, the second son of Amasa and Sophia 
Soule. Early in Silas’ life the family moved to 
near Boston, Massachusetts, where they were 
very active in the anti-slavery movement. Silas 
then moved in 1855 with his mother and two 
younger sisters Annie and Emily to join their 
father and older brother William on a farmstead 
just south of Lawrence, Kansas, as part of efforts 
by the Emigrant Aid Society of Boston to make 
Kansas a “Free State.” Lawrence was at that time 
the center of the conflict between “Free Staters” 
and pro-slavery forces. The conflict, known as 
“Bleeding Kansas,” was to determine whether 
Kansas would enter the Union as a Free State 
or Slave State. 

Inspired by their reading of Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin, Soule’s family became active as leaders 
of the Underground Railroad. Silas as a young 
lad of 17 was already assisting escaped slaves 
to find their freedom. In 1859 he helped to 
plan and execute the escape of abolitionist 
and Lawrence physician John Doy from a St. 
Joseph, Missouri, jail. The slavers had crossed 
into Kansas, chanced upon Doy on the open 
road near Lawrence as he was trying to help 
a group of escaped slaves, and taken all cap-
tive. They returned the escaped slaves to slav-
ery. Doy was placed in jail in St. Joseph. Doy’s 
escape from the St. Joseph jail was successful. 
It was accomplished quite cleverly without 
violence by 10 men from Lawrence who came 
to be known as the Jayhawker 10. Silas Soule 
played a vital role as part of that valiant group 
of ten, tricking his way into the jail to deliver 
a message to Doy: “Tonight, at twelve o’clock.” 
Due to his key role in the success of this escape, 
Soule was subsequently asked to assist in the 
planned escape of well known abolitionist and 
family friend John Brown from the Charlestown 
jail in Virginia (now West Virginia.) Brown had 
been incarcerated there after his ill-advised 

attack on the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, 
part of an effort to lead and arm a slave rebel-
lion. That escape failed because Brown refused 
to cooperate. Brown felt he could better serve 
the cause as a martyr. 

The Jayhawker 10 – Dr Doy is seated in the middle,  
Silas Soule stands second from the right. 

Photo Courtesy of the Kansas Historical Society

Upon Soule’s return to Lawrence, he found 
that his older brother and many of his friends 
had been drawn by the lure of gold to the 
mountains west of Denver City in the terri-
tory of what would become Colorado. Silas 
determined to join them. He worked claims 
unsuccessfully in the mountains west of the 
city around the present sites of Central City, 
Idaho Springs, and Empire. He did so until the 
onset of the Civil War in 1861. He then not 
only joined the 1st Colorado Volunteers, but 
also helped to recruit fellow miners from our 
area to Company K. He was awarded a com-
mission as the First Lieutenant of the Company 
for his efforts. 

Recruits of the 1st Colorado Volunteers drilling on the road in 
Empire. Silas Soule was involved in recruiting his fellow miners 

throughout our area back in 1861. In early 1862 they would 
depart for New Mexico to join their fellow “Pikes Peakers” in 

the Battle of Glorieta Pass, a decisive Union victory.   
Photo Courtesy of History Colorado

He participated in the Battle of Glorieta Pass, 
the “Gettysburg of the West” in New Mexico 
from March 26 to 28, 1862, handling himself 
in battle “as cool and collected as if on parade.” 
(Boldly They Rode, Ovando Hollister 1863 p. 
70). He helped save the Union, as he and the 
rest of his fellow “Pikes Peakers,” aided by New 
Mexico volunteers and regular Union troops, 
drove the Confederate invaders of Sibley’s 
Brigade back to Texas from whence they came. 
The Confederates had intended to capture the 
Colorado gold fields and eventually extend 

the Confederacy to the Pacific Ocean through 
southern California. Denying these resources 
to the Confederacy certainly contributed in no 
small way to their eventual defeat, the preser-
vation of the Union and the abolition of slavery.

Lt Silas Soule about the time of the Battle of Glorieta Pass in 
1862. Photo Courtesy of History Colorado

During 1863 Soule continued to serve in the 
army, spending additional time in New Mexico 
territory at Ft. Union and Ft. Craig, then back 
in Colorado territory at Denver, Ft. Garland 
and Ft. Lyon. He was fighting Indians and occa-
sional Rebels. He recruited additional troops to 
assist in the defense of the citizens of Colorado 
territory. He was well known, respected, and 
liked within Denver City. His sense of humor 
and wit made him popular with his men and 
citizens alike. The local press often ran stories 
of his activities and anecdotes.

In 1864, now a Captain in the 1st Colorado 
Calvary, Soule along with his commanding 
officer at Ft. Lyon, Major Ned Wynkoop, par-
ticipated in the Camp Weld Council on Sept. 
28th. They brought Chief Black Kettle and a 
group of peace chiefs to Denver City to meet 
with Territorial Governor John Evans and the 
Commander of the Military District, Colonel 
John Chivington. Soule and Wynkoop tried in 
vain to get Evans and Chivington to negotiate 
peace with Black Kettle’s group. 

The Peace Chiefs arrive by wagon in Denver Sept. 1864.  
Maj. Wynkoop and Capt. Soule sit upon their horses to the 

right. Photo Courtesy of History Colorado

connection to the past

Peace Chief Black Kettle stands before his lodge holding a US flag and white banner  
showing that his village was under the protection of the Army and his desire for peace.  

Image Courtesy of Buffalo Bill Center of the West

Photo Courtesy of History Colorado

Image Courtesy of History Colorado

Cheyenne and Arapaho Peace Chiefs, Sept. 1864. Kneeling, 
from left: Maj. Ned Wynkoop and Captain Silas Soule. 

Seated, from left: White Antelope, Bull Bear, Black Kettle 
(whose village was attacked at Sand Creek on Nov. 29), Neva 
and Notanee. Standing, from left: unidentified soldier, 

unidentified, John S. Smith, Heaps of Buffalo, Bossee, Dexter 
Colley, and unidentified. Photo Courtesy of History Colorado

Major Wynkoop was relieved of his com-
mand at Ft. Lyon soon after the failed confer-
ence. It seems that he and Soule brought the 
peace chiefs to Denver City and then provided 
them rations back at Ft. Lyon without military 
authorization. Major Wynkoop was replaced 
as commander at Ft. Lyon by Major Scott 
Anthony. Major Anthony was the first cousin 
of Susan B. Anthony. It would soon become 
apparent that he lacked Soule, Wynkoop and 
his cousin’s courage. 

Later that year Capt. Soule, as commander of 
Company D, 1st Colorado Calvary, was present 
at the Sand Creek Massacre on Nov. 29, 1864. 
The night before he had attempted with great 
emotion to convince Col. Chivington, the com-
mander of troops of the 3rd Colorado Calvary 
who had just arrived at Ft. Lyon from Denver, not 
to attack Black Kettle’s peaceful Indian village at 
Sand Creek. Soule pointed out to Chivington 
that these people were actually under the pro-
tection of the Army. They had come to Ft. Lyon 
as instructed by Territorial Governor Evans’s 
Proclamation, “Friendly Indians of the Plains,” 
which directed friendly Indians to their near-
est Indian Agents, “who will direct them to 
places of safety.” Black Kettle’s group had done 
so, reporting to Ft. Lyons, whence they were 
instructed to camp at Sand Creek, their desig-
nated “place of safety.” Soule argued with such 
passion that Chivington threatened to have him 
put in chains. Only when Chivington assured 
him that only hostiles, not innocents in the 
camp, would be attacked, did Soule cease his 
objections. Upon seeing what had happened 
with Soule, Major Anthony did nothing to pre-
vent the impending massacre as he placed his 
troops of the 1st Colorado Cavalry under the 
command of Col. Chivington. 

The day of the massacre when Chivington 
ignored his assurances to Soule and com-
menced an attack on Black Kettle’s camp with 
675 troops of both the 1st and 3rd Colorado 
Calvary and 4 mountain howitzers, Chief Black 
Kettle stood in front of his lodge holding a US 
flag raised on a pole with a white cloth tied 

under it trying to communicate that his vil-
lage was peaceful and under the protection of 
the Army. The attack continued despite Black 
Kettle’s efforts. Soule refused to order his men 
to fire on the defenseless and peaceful Indians, 
primarily old men, women, and young chil-
dren. It was November, and most of the young 
men were out hunting, trying to gather addi-
tional food for their people to survive the 
coming winter. It is said that Soule even went 
so far as to order his men to take up a position 
between the Indians and the attacking troops, 
allowing more of the Indians to escape the 
massacre. Lt Cramer also refused to order his 
men to fire. An estimated 150 to 200 native 
people were killed that day. 

Despite threats against his life, Soule later 
testified against Col. Chivington. Soule and 
Cramer’s letters to their prior commander at 
Ft. Lyon, Major Wynkoop, were among the 
primary reasons the Battle of Sand Creek was 
investigated. Soule’s testimony in early 1865, 
as the military and the US Congress both inves-
tigated Sand Creek, was listed among the pri-
mary reasons that the “battle” was reclassified 
a massacre. 

On April 23, 1865, mere weeks after Soule’s 
marriage to the young and beautiful Hersa 
Coberly, while serving as Acting Provost 
Marshall of Denver, Capt. Soule was assassi-
nated by Charles Squires and William Morrow, 
members of the 2nd Colorado Calvary. It was 
suspected at the time that Col. Chivington 
directed the assassins. 

The citizens of Denver City turned out in 
great numbers for the funeral of their beloved 
Captain. He was buried at City Cemetery. A 
large memorial stone six feet high was erected 
above his grave. Soule was 27 years old when 
he died. On April 12, 1867, two years after 
his death, Capt. Silas S. Soule was brevetted a 
Major in recognition of his meritorious service 
to our state and nation.

When City Cemetery was closed and con-
verted into Cheesman Park starting in 1893, 
many of the bodies were removed and trans-
ported to Riverside Cemetery. When Soule’s 
body was transported, his large memorial stone 
was left behind and lost to history. 

“The white man, who possesses this whole 
vast country from sea to sea, who roams 

over it at pleasure and lives where he likes, 
cannot know the cramp we feel in this little 
spot, with the underlying remembrance of 

the fact, which you know as well as we, that 
every foot of what you proudly call America 
not very long ago belonged to the red man.” 

— CHIEF WASHAKIE 1804 – 1900  
Chief of the Eastern Shoshone Tribe, 
speaking from the Wind River Indian 

Reservation in Wyoming

“ While Captain Silas Soule’s name has largely 
faded into history, he stands out as one of the few 
bright rays of light in the moral darkness that 
surrounds the Sand Creek Massacre. He should 
be remembered.” 
— Excerpt from “Speech on the  
Passage of the Sand Creek Massacre  
National Historic Site Study.”

Excerpt from “Speech on the Passage of the Sand Creek Massacre 
National Historic Site Study.” October 6, 1998, by Senator Ben 
Nighthorse Campbell, descendant of a Cheyenne survivor of the 
Sand Creek Massacre and the only Native American to ever serve 
in the United States Senate 

“Finally, on this occasion I want to pay a long overdue tribute to 
one young Coloradan, Captain Silas S. Soule, whose actions over 
one hundred and thirty years ago saved many innocent Cheyenne 
and Arapaho lives on that fateful day at Sand Creek. When Captain 
Soule, who was under Colonel Chivington’s command, heard of 
Chivington’s plan to attack a peaceful Cheyenne and Arapaho 
winter encampment at Sand Creek, he vigorously tried to persuade 
Chivington to abandon the plan. However, Colonel Chivington, 
who was known to say, ‘Nits make lice,’ as a justification for kill-
ing innocent Cheyenne and Arapaho women and children, could 
not be dissuaded. When Chivington ordered his men to attack the 
peaceful Sand Creek encampment, the vast majority of which were 
women, children, and elderly noncombatants, Captain Soule stead-
fastly refused to order his Company to open fire. Captain Soule’s 
refusal allowed many, perhaps hundreds, of innocent Cheyenne and 
Arapaho to flee the bloody killing field through his Company’s line. 
While the Sand Creek Massacre was at first hailed as a great victory, 
Captain Soule was determined to make the horrific truth of the mas-
sacre known. Even though he was jailed, intimidated, threatened, 
and even shot at, Soule refused to compromise himself and made his 
voice heard through reports that reached all the way from Colorado 
to Washington, and even to the floor of the U.S. Senate. Even with 
the bloody carnage of the Civil War, the brutal atrocities at Sand 
Creek shocked the nation. During hearings in Denver, Captain 
Soule’s integrity and unwavering testimony turned the tide against 
the once popular Chivington and the other men who participated in 
the massacre and mutilations at Sand Creek. Captain Soule fully 
realized that telling the truth about the massacre could cost him 
his life, even telling a good friend that he fully expected to be killed 
for his testimony. He was right. Walking home with his new bride a 
short time later, Silas Soule was ambushed and shot in the head by 
an assassin who had participated in the Sand Creek Massacre. Silas 
Soule’s funeral, held just a few weeks after his wedding, was one of 
the most attended in Denver up until that time. While Captain Silas 
Soule’s name has largely faded into history, he stands out as one of 
the few bright rays of light in the moral darkness that surrounds the 
Sand Creek Massacre. He should be remembered.”

continued on next page 

 Silas S. Soule continued from previous page

Photo Courtesy of History Colorado

OF VALOR, HONOR,  
AND COURAGE
The Life of Silas S. Soule
A Chance Discovery in an Attic in Evergreen Shines a Light on this Forgotten Colorado Hero  
and Assists in the Establishment of the Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site
BY LARRY FRENCH — EMAHS

Photos Courtesy of Western History/Genealogy Dept Denver Public Library

Gravestone of Silas Soule 
at Riverside Cemetery

Photos Courtesy of Western History/ 
Genealogy Dept Denver Public Library
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Penny for your thoughts

Speakers for Africa
BY PENNY RANDELL

It was the spring of 2019 when Peyton 
Thomas was introduced to Bradina 
Ndibakoya, resident of the Katwe slums 

in Kampala, Uganda. He was there to simply 
hear her story and somehow spread the word 
through her video interview. A mother, just 
past 30 years of age, Bradina’s sole purpose for 
living was to feed her 13 children and provide 
for their basic needs. Sadly, most of her chil-
dren were the end product of rape, which this 
extraordinary woman took in stride and raised 
each one with loving care. There are countless 
stories like Bradina’s throughout Uganda, but 
Peyton was there to hear hers.

After filming the children, their living quar-
ters, and their lives in general, Peyton was 
haunted by all he saw. The initial introduction 
was designated as a process to alleviate starva-
tion and find this family immediate assistance. 
Bradina’s children were sleeping in the rafters 
of a defunct railway station where they were at 
least able to escape the rain. Money to buy food 
was gained through the children’s ability to sing 
on street corners. All of these kids were open, 
talkative, and talented. Bradina held the babies 
while her offspring sang, shuffling the brood 
from one location to another.

Peyton’s birthday rolled around about this 
time with Facebook giving him the choice to 
ask friends to donate to a charity or create his 
own. The process was easy and Peyton was 
intrigued from the get-go. COVID was a seri-
ous life contender at the time, and the need for 
masks, soap, sanitizers, and bleach in Kampala 
was rampant. Subscribing to the importance 
of transparency, Peyton instituted the concept 
of monitored micro fundraising (MMF) via the 
collection of real-time information. Together 
with two friends from Kampala, the name of 
Speakers for Africa was created and the first 
attempt to raise money ensued. 

Surprisingly, the fundraiser was a prodigious 
success and the needed COVID protection 
items were handed out to many, along with 
instructions. Peyton started out slowly and 
targeted the attempt at $5 to $10 per donor, 
hoping to receive $500 in total. It was 48 hours 
later that this man was sitting in front of $800. 
Because of this rapid achievement, Peyton 
began a second fundraiser, this time gathering 
$1000. The money was immediately slated for 
a needy school in Bugalobi District in Kampala. 

The idea was to 
encourage chil-
dren to remain in 
school by offering 
them food. More 
than half of these 
350 students were 
orphans, and a 
large percentage of 
the kids had AIDs. 
The school was 
struggling to get 
students to attend, 
and eventually 
the delivered food 
made the dif-
ference. Again, 
another success.

B r a d i n a ’ s 
dreams came true, 
too, for Peyton 
and the two fel-
lows who had introduced him in the begin-
ning were able to buy her a small speaker. The 
children had become dependent upon the old 
one, but it had gotten spoiled from the rain. A 
new speaker was purchased and delivered with 
the money raised and the kids, along with their 
mom, returned to the business of acquiring 
money for food.

But this was not Peyton’s first brush with 
fundraising. Both my son and I have either 
lived in or returned often to Uganda since 
1997. In 2010 we created the Skylor Self-Help 
Foundation with the sole purpose of deliver-
ing craft materials to the women of Soroti, in 
Eastern Uganda. We didn’t have much luck, for 
theft was always a deterrent. We had no trou-
ble raising the money, but getting it into the 
right hands was pretty much impossible. Then 
again, contact with these lovely women seemed 
to lure us further into the fold. Neither Peyton 
nor I have ever forgotten the times we delivered 
the materials. As tradition dictates, they created 
a festival in our honor, which was a magnifi-
cent display and a true blessing. Fortunately, I 
was able to convince the local residents to work 
harder to compete more effectively with Kenya. 
At the time Kenya was leading the market in 
craft-making and the ladies didn’t know what 
to do. We never made it to 501(c)(3) status, but 
we were inundated with valuable knowledge 

along the way. 
Today Speakers 

for Africa hopes 
to eventually 
focus solely on 
education. The 
old adage, ”Give 
a man a fish, and 
you feed him for a 
day. Teach a man to 
fish, and you feed 
him for a lifetime,” 
is always heavy 
on our hearts 
and first in our 
minds. However, 
Uganda is suffer-
ing through their 
second lockdown, 
and basic folks are 
in desperate need 
of food. The streets 

of Kampala are to remain empty for at least 
another 20 days. Meanwhile, people search for 
food near their homes, often finding none. Our 
next fundraiser will enable us to purchase vari-
ous foods that can be sold on street corners and 
hopefully save lives. 

There are four people in Kampala who will 
be administering the food in our most recent 
endeavors to alleviate starvation. We have 
been acquainted with each of them for more 
than four years and trust them immeasurably. 
Donna Nadunga was instrumental in finding 
the poverty-stricken school where we delivered 
the food after collecting the $1000. She in par-
ticular will operate the booth where food can 
be bought at normal prices. Both Jony Gitta and 
Papalas Palata will assist Donna and make sure 
she is well-supplied. Most recently one of the 
top recording artists in Eastern Africa, Cindy 
Sanyu, has joined our team and offered to dis-
tribute food to the most desperate. Her desire 
to assist our efforts has been a blessing.

Once the stress of the current lockdown is 
history, our next project will be to purchase 
a keyboard for a three-year-old girl named 
Ayisha. Upon meeting her, I guessed her age 
at five. It’s tough in the ghetto and they grow 
up fast. Her father, an entrepreneur and artist, 
has every intention to teach piano to his daugh-
ter. When she is able, Ayisha will teach other 

children how to play, as well. This is a tried and 
true way to make a few shillings to buy food.

On this side of the Atlantic we have a supe-
rior team of four as Speakers for Africa con-
tinues to blossom. Peyton Thomas, founder, 
owner/DJ of Sound Mountain Entertainment, 
graphic designer, photographer, web designer 
and competent leader is hot on the trail of turn-
ing these efforts into a 501(c)(3) in the near 
future. Riding next to Peyton is me, co-founder 
of the organization and journalist. As a matter 
of fact, I just returned from two months in 
Kampala and know it as well as this mountain 
community. All my knowledge will be readily 
accessed as we grow. Brianna McCallian will 
handle graphics for social media and adminis-
ter our webpage. Lexy Burnett will be in charge 
of outreach and development, as well as con-
trol of all social media. Together we four will be 
able to reach government officials and residing 
NGOs, and most of all, donors who will be able 
to monitor our every move.

At present this team of four volunteers their 
time and expertise. The only paid positions are 
the four in Africa, as they need money for trans-
port and their own food. They alone will be 
allotted 15% of the total money donated to the 
organization for expenses, hoping to achieve 
another 5% as time goes by. The overhead is 
minimal, but costs to cover our outreach will 
be transparent and constant, as well as those for 
promotional material and mobile data for those 
four in Africa.

Speakers for Africa commits itself, its found-
ers and staff to be forthright and ready to handle 
the upcoming demands of accountability as we 
work to meet the needs of thousands. We invite 
you to scan the QR code below or visit Speakers 
for Africa on Facebook for more information.

“Uganda is suffering through their 
second lockdown, and basic folks are 

in desperate need of food.”

A Curative Conversation
BY KAARSTEN TURNER

There are enough books stacked on the 
nightstand next to my bed to classify 
as a load-bearing wall. In no particular 

order, they are A Woman Looking at Men Looking 
at Women, Veronica, Sylvia, The Body Keeps Score, 
Songs of Heyoehkah, and The Mother Tree. I also 
have two bookshelves within arm’s reach. There 
is a sort of unspoken informal system for both 
rotation and classification. The books move 
through my house, my hands and my mind, 
each at their own pace and in their own time 
depending on where I might be in the world. 
I don’t love them equally, not even close. They 
are there though, companions, references, and 
new ideas. 

Last week I was attending a reception, a 
cocktail hour at an historic home in south-
ern Oregon. The house, built in 1888 on the 
main drag in town, was designed for enter-
taining. The kitchen is in the center, and it is 
surrounded by a sizable spacious room with 
two sets of french doors opening to an out-
door covered deck with a few steps down to 
a paver stone patio. For the reception, on the 
patio were cloth-covered tables with empana-
das, corn fritters, watermelon salad, and goat 
cheese. Lemonade and serviceberry spritzers, 
sparkling, red and white wine, as well as beer 
in cans sat on ice and brought more color and 
vibrancy into the celebratory space. Despite 
the carefully curated entertaining space, out-
side it was bone dry. The dirt had been pulver-
ized into fine silt and a smoky haze from the 
wildfire was starting to fill the air.

After standing in four-inch heels for longer 
than I was accustomed to, my feet worn out 
towards the end of the evening, I found a place 
to sit outside, a circular table with room for 
eight. I was tired of standing and I was equally 
tired of talking. To my left in one of the empty 
chairs, I was joined by a handsome man with 
gentle curly brown hair reaching his eyebrow, 
wearing a white linen shirt, and a smile I had 
noticed earlier from across the room. 

I was there for work, and my job was to 
cultivate relationships for strategic partner-
ships, for understanding, and ultimately for 
money. It may not have been a fundraiser that 
night, but later I would read the following 
notes next to his name. Mr. D, nephew of the 
G’s, environmentalist, and capable of giving in 
his own right. 

“I am Kaarsten,’’ I said, offering my right 
outstretched hand to be received by a shake. 
The gesture was received in kind. Because I 
didn’t have my glasses on, I moved my head 

too close to his body so I could read his name 
tag. “So, tell me about yourself.” I said. The 
conversation started. “Well, I live in New 
Orleans,” and from across the table came a 
voice and a pointed finger, “That is my nephew, 
and I want him to move back West,” said a 
man I had met earlier. The man speaking was 
hosting the party, and it was his house, and 
earlier he showed me a patina bronze sculp-
ture of his own head. The sculpture was sitting 
on his desk facing out towards the street. “My 
father had one,” he said. “I like it.” His wife 
kept the head covered with a floppy wide-
brimmed khaki hat. So, I continued, “Your 
uncle wants you closer, eh?” It turns out Mr. D 
wasn’t always from New Orleans. He was from 
Los Angeles. He studied at UC Santa Barbara. 
Mr. D loved to spend time outdoors. He loved 
Montana. He learned a few things about griz-
zly bears when he lost his way in the Bob 
Marshall. His mother worried about him. I 
was still tired of talking. “There is author Rick 

Bass,” he said. I was no longer tired of talking, 
and I interrupted. I stood up straight, and I 
blurted. “I know him. I love him. I mean, I 
don’t know know him. I do love him though. I 
mean, I love his writing. I don’t actually know 
him. By the fire, while drinking whiskey, I read 
his book every winter,” I say. “I love him.” He 
starts his story. He sought Rick out, stalker 
style. In his 1968 VW bus, Mr. D made it to 
the town of Libby in northwestern Montana 
where he stopped at a payphone and called the 
listed number for Rick Bass. Somewhere after 
that phone call, he split firewood with Rick’s 
neighbor. “No way!” I said, “Are you kidding 
me?” We moved on from Rick Bass and the 
Yaak Valley to encounters with grizzly bears 
and the writings of Doug Peacock. He shared 
stories. I forgot that I was hot or that my feet 
hurt. As he was sharing his stories of the West, 
I recalled my own time in the summer of the 
Deep South.

“I do love the West,” I said. “New Orleans, 
though, ghosts and funk and grit and sin, 
sweat and sauce piquante, crawdads and 
Tulane, suffocating swamp gas, the folks who 
live there. It’s not the West. And you won’t 
live close to your uncle. But the buildings love 
you back in New Orleans, they do, I know 
they do.” Tennessee Williams, Kate Chopin, 
William Faulker. The authors of those books 
lived in my bookshelves too. We finished our 
drinks, my feet no longer hurt from standing, I 
forgot I was tired of talking, and that was that. 

“New Orleans, though, ghosts and 
funk and grit and sin, sweat and sauce 

piquante…It’s not the West.”

—  O N  T H E  M O V E  F I T N E S S  —

Motivation
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA-CPT, CNS, CWC

There is an increased focus on 
health and fitness as we get back 
to a more normal way of life 
and the pandemic calms down. 
Folks are focused on healthier 
eating, getting more physically 
active, and creating new fitness 
goals. Once you have figured 
out what your goals are, it’s 
important to stay motivated. It’s 
common to start off with a bang, 
feeling energetic and committed 
to your goals. As weeks turn 
into months, it gets harder to adhere to work-
out schedules and diet plans. All too often, the 
temptation is to just throw up your hands and 
stop working on your health. As personal train-
ers, we know a thing or two about how to keep 
our clients motivated, not just for a few months, 
but for years and years. Here are some tried and 
true strategies that we have our clients practice:

1. Examine your commitment. What is it, 
exactly, that you want to accomplish? Why? Ask 
yourself how committed you are, how hard you 
are willing to work, how much you are willing 
to sacrifice. Be honest with yourself. “Wanting” 
to lose weight is very different from being truly 
“committed” to losing weight. Understand the 
difference.

2. Find a way to seamlessly fit physical activ-
ity into your life. Workouts do not have to be an 
hour long (or longer). You can get a wonderful 
workout in 20 – 30 minutes if you stay focused 
and work at a higher level of intensity.

3. Notice when you are procrastinating or 
making excuses for not staying on track. If that 
becomes a habit, take a step back and reassess 
your path. Do you need to change something?

4. Have a realistic eating plan that will 
work long-term. If what you’re eating is too 

structured, it is going to be too 
hard and unrealistic to stick to 
long term. Instead, create a plan 
that works for you, with your 
schedule, in your environment. 
Keep a food journal to help you 
stay on track.

5. Enlist a support system. 
Exercise with friends, family, 
or attend a class. Communicate 
with your family what you are 
trying to accomplish. Ask for 
their support and be specific 

with what you need. If you need accountability, 
work with a personal trainer who will help keep 
you to a structured, consistent program.

6. Put in the work! If you work hard, and 
consistently, you will get results. There is noth-
ing that reinforces personal motivation like get-
ting results. It gives you the mental and emo-
tional boost you need to keep re-committing 
day after day.

7. Re-evaluate your goals periodically. Adjust 
as needed to adapt to changing life situations.

8. Reward yourself for attaining your goals 
with whatever is special to you. Don’t just say, 
“Great, I lost 25 pounds!” Give yourself some-
thing tangible to really celebrate: a spa day or 
nice outfit; etc.

9. Register for an event. There is nothing like 
signing up for an event, for example a 5K, and 
plunking down your $25 registration fee. All of 
a sudden, you are “in training,” not just “work-
ing out”. This gives you a whole new focus and 
can really energize you!

10. Write down your goals on paper. Yes, in 
this day and age of technology, writing down 
your goals using old fashioned paper and pencil 
works like a charm to get you focused and moti-
vated. Try it!

If you would like support with your health and fitness goals, please contact us at  
303-816-1426 or visit us at www.onthemovefitness.com. Our studio is located on the  

frontage road in Aspen Park and we have been serving the local community for 15 years.

A Skeptic’s View
The Good Argument

BY GARY LOFFLER

“Can and should you use a Linux OS?”
It is nearly impossible these days to get 

through your day without using a com-
puter of some sort. Even if you do not own 

a computer or a phone and drive a 25-year-
old car, you are probably going to interact 
with someone who does use a computer, pos-
sibly the checkout stand at the grocery store, 
your bank or maybe some kid’s lemonade 
stand that takes Venmo payments.

While there are thousands of variations 
of computers and phones and thousands of 
different software packages for those devices, 
there are really only four common operat-
ing systems. The most common for desktop 
and laptop computer is Microsoft Windows, 
followed by Apple OS and then Google’s 
Android. When it comes to phones there are 
really only two choices, iPhones and Android 
phones.

The fourth choice for PCs and Laptops is 
Linux. Windows’ driving force was Bill Gates 
(now a retired multi-millionaire), Apple had 
Steve Jobs (who died a multi-millionaire) 
and Android has Google (a multi-billion 
dollar company). Linux has Linus Benedict 
Torvalds. In 1991 Linus learned about the 
GNU project (a group who believes in free, 
community-created software) and soon after 
that created the Linux Kernel, the basic soft-
ware/hardware interface for all Linux OS, 
which he licensed under the group’s Creative 
Commons License. Essentially this license 
means that other people can use what you 
created for free as long as they do not directly 
sell the software or the variations they create. 
The creators can ask for donations for their 
work and they can make money supporting 
users of the program. It is entirely possible 
to make money supporting Linux, and while 
Mr. Torvalds is not up in the nearly billionaire 
status, he is a long way from poor.

By 1991 Linux Redhat OS was gaining pop-
ularity among computer geeks and high end 
network professionals. Other Linux software 
continued to be developed and offered for free, 
such as word processing programs, graphic 
arts programs, and hardware interface drivers. 
Again, people were still able to make a living 
supporting and developing the programs, 
although there are numerous volunteers just 
trying to make the programs better as a hobby.

Currently there are several flavors (vari-
ations) of Linux out there for personal com-
puters. Ubuntu and Red Hat are two of the 
most common, but there is also Mint (the best 
choice for gamers) and Studio (the best choice 
for art majors). They are all easily installed on 
a wide range of personal computers in large 
part thanks to Intel’s ongoing contributions to 
the Linux Kernel. The question now is: Can 
and should you use a Linux OS?

Microsoft, Google and Mac all offer some 
pretty complete services that vary in cost and 
have some good points. In reality the com-
puter or phone itself is the least important 
part of your digital footprint. Your data is far 
more valuable than any piece of hardware. The 
key feature of One Drive, Google Drive and 
Mac’s TimeMachine is their ability to back up 
and safeguard your data. You create an on-line 
account and most of your data is stored off 
site, though even the free variations come 
at the cost of privacy. A secondary reason to 
stick with the big three is that it is difficult 
to purchase a computer that does not have a 
pre-loaded operating system. If convenience is 
your main criterion in a computer, then you 
are likely to overlook Linux. However, should 
you have some time and an old PC or laptop 
on your hands, it is easy to give Linux a try.

Now on to the skeptic part of the article. 

Reading the text above, there is a pretty clear 
leaning towards Linux as a preferred choice for 
an operating system. The descriptions tend to 
favor Linux, but they do not heap wild acclaim 
on the program, nor do they reject the other 
options as being useless. Instead the brief dis-
cussions on the various OSs point out the good 
and bad in each of them. We are often con-
fronted with broad statements and question-
able claims by product advertisements, but just 
as not every little diner in town can have the 
“world’s best coffee!” neither can every truck 
manufacturer have the best truck. We know 
this and take advertising with a grain of salt.

It is not unusual for someone with a strong 
opinion to consider it absolute. For example, 
consider the person who feels a cheeseburger 
is the only real burger and one would be a fool 
to eat anything else. There is nothing wrong 
with believing that a cheeseburger is the one 
true burger, but it is wrong to dismiss out 
of hand all the other options. Being lactose 
intolerant is one good reason for passing on a 
cheeseburger, as is being vegetarian. It is even 
possible to not like burgers at all, blasphe-
mous as that may sound. If our cheeseburger 
aficionado goes on to create derogatory nick-
names for groups of people who do not agree 
with them, it should be seen as a weakening 
of their argument. Reacting to a valid point by 
name calling is poor tactic in any debate.

Having a clear preference for a Linux OS 
does not automatically make Windows, 
MacOS or Android horrible choices. Each 
system has good and bad points, and it is 
likely that one system suits some individuals 
better than others. Whatever operating system 
you decide on is fine, but when making an 
argument in support of your decision, base it 
on facts. Using slurs and vague innuendos is a 
poor strategy in this or any other discussion.

“It is not unusual for someone with a  
strong opinion to consider it absolute.”
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Dogs, Dogs, 
Dogs
Stellar
BY CATHY KOWALSKI

“Deep-chested dogs  
are more prone to bloat, but  
it can happen to any dog.”

Stellar, my golden doodle, has graced 
the articles that I have written for Your 
Mountain Connection. She will do any-

thing I ask her — hold a wine glass (for the 
dog’s whining article), wear her hair in a 
mohawk when working with the medical dogs 
at Children’s Hospital (because all the kids love 
it), and she works with the dogs in training to 
be service dogs by showing them how to pick 
things up or open doors. 

This past Monday night I almost lost her to 
bloat. Gastric dilatation and volvulus almost 
took Stellar’s life. She had just eaten dinner 20 
minutes earlier when she attempted to vomit 
and then began pacing, and her stomach was 
a little bit distended. My first reaction was to 
give her some time to see if she had just eaten 
something that didn’t agree with her, but it 
quickly became obvious that something was 
seriously wrong. I phoned Bighorn Vet and 
Dr. Gruchow said to bring her right in. After 
doing an x-ray, he confirmed that it was bloat, 
and emergency surgery was needed immedi-
ately. I believe several things came together to 
save Stellar’s life. My vet takes emergency calls, 
the office is 7 minutes away, the diagnosis was 
immediate and even though it was 10:30 at 
night, Dr. Gruchow immediately did the sur-
gery.  Stellar is now resting downstairs as I 

write this article, and I am extremely grateful 
to Dr. Gruchow for saving her life.

When a stomach is bloated, gas and food 
will stretch the stomach, making it hard and 
painful. At that point, the stomach twists, cut-
ting off the blood supply and closing the path 
for the gas to exit. If not treated, it can cut off 
the blood supply to the heart, causing death in 
a matter of hours. 

Deep-chested dogs are more prone to bloat, 
but it can happen to any dog. As dogs get 
older, they are at a greater risk. Sometimes 
there is no obvious cause for bloat to happen. 
Stellar had eaten her usual meal but was on 
the deck hanging out — she had not exercised 
after eating. We recommend to our clients at 
Faithfully K9 to not exercise their dog right 
after eating. One thing that has been attributed 
to causing bloat is eating too fast (but the other 
dogs finish minutes before her even though 
she gets more food). There are a few things 
you can do to try to decrease the risk, such as 
having a slow feeder bowl and eating smaller 
meals more frequently. We recommend to 
our clients to always read the ingredients of 
the dog food they choose and make sure that 
quality meat is the top ingredient, and that the 
food is low in fillers such as corn or rice.  

After her stomach had been untwisted, Dr. 

Gruchow surgically tacked her stomach into 
place, called gastropexy surgery, to keep it 
from twisting again and diminishing the pos-
sibility of a re-occurrence.

For breeds that are considered to be at risk, 
the gastropexy surgery can be performed at 
the time of a spay or neuter. 

The things that are most important to 
remember:

• Make sure that you have your veterinarian 
and emergency veterinarian’s phone num-
bers easily accessible or in your contact list 
on your phone — in the case of an emer-
gency you don’t have time to remember 
where you put that business card!. 

• If your dog is attempting to vomit, is rest-
less, pacing, and their stomach is distended 
and hard — immediately call your vet! 

• The earlier the dog starts treatment, the 
greater chance for survival.

 
Cathy is the Executive 
Director and trainer at 
Faithfully K9 Service 
Dogs and Dog Training. 
Call 970-591-3205  
or visit the website  
www.faithfullyk9.com.

As kids head back to school, parents, 
teachers, and yes, the community as 
a whole hope that getting back to the 

normal swing of things will bring each student 
relief from the uncertainty and upset the pan-
demic caused them. 

For those 2020 seniors who had to give up 
the many traditions that they had anticipated 
for years, well, they’re onto the next chapter of 
their lives. Some managed to celebrate gradu-
ation with drive-by events, such as the one I 
attended, arriving to find the graduate stand-
ing out front of his home, clad in his cap and 
gown, with his parents on either side of him. 
They showed the pride and joy they felt for 
him, and I actually think more of those of us 
who supported him showed up than had they 
had a graduation and a party. Still — it was the 
unfamiliar that threw us all.

The Class of 2021 in some areas were able 
to follow tradition. Evergreen High graduates 
were able to walk the steps at Red Rocks, and 
that’s a memory our family will always cherish. 
Heading out into the world from that spectacu-
lar venue is something that inspires, like a bird 
taking flight. Clear Creek graduates returned 
to the GoldDigger Stadium in Idaho Springs on 
the new field. Masked, just to be safe, but you 
could still see their smiles from their eyes. 

So, as the class of 2022 steps up for their 
senior experiences, we have to wonder what 
may lie ahead for each of them. Will they get 
to return to a full year of in-person learning, 
or will the pandemic rear its nasty head once 
again, limiting their learning opportunities? 

Will crowded hallways ring with laughter as 
connections are strengthened among friends? 
Will plays and concerts be performed, sports 
fields and courts filled, and dreams for bright 
futures return? I sincerely hope so. 

First year middle school students will, like 
all classes did before them, face the challenge 
of no longer walking in a teacher-led, ele-
mentary school line to their next class, but 
instead, they’ll maneuver their path on their 
own — another way of growing up. They’ll 
have those first tastes of finding new friends 
from other schools, while retaining their early 
childhood relationships. They’ll get to work in 

teams on special projects and discover school-
ing that belongs to them, because they did it 
without the aid of a parent. Oh, to feel like a 
grown-up!

The littlest of students will hang coats in 
cubbies, sit on their mats in a circle, and dis-
cover how letters form words and words form 
stories. They’ll find their feet through Field 
Day fun, and return to the loving arms of par-
ents who missed them while they were away 
from home all day long. 

Parents will adjust to tight schedules again, 
bedtime will win over one last late-night 
cuddle because alarms will be set to go off 

early. Lunches will be packed, and Friday 
Folders will be signed and tucked into super-
hero or princess backpacks. 

Best of all — if the pandemic stays 
down — is we’ll find a new normal, something 
that possibly resembles what we used to take 
for granted: busy schedules, time with friends, 
learning while sitting beside someone, hearing 
thoughts and comments and seeing reactions 
about a lesson taught. Giggles and conversa-
tion will return, without having to look into a 
screen with far too many faces, some who have 
muted accidentally. 

Perhaps when frustrations arise, we can 
all stop and remind ourselves that, despite 
our irritation at the driver on school pickup 
who won’t move out of the way, the little con-
flict with the student who sits behind us, the 
annoyance of the student who takes all the 
teacher’s attention, won’t we be lucky to expe-
rience it! Because we know what it was like to 
not be able to go to school and see our friends, 
and interact with classmates and teachers. 

With a little perspective, it’s clear that this 
back to school year might just turn out to be 
our best yet! 

Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right  
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has 

written for national and regional publications 
and has published books. She loves living in 
Evergreen where she and her husband raised 

their three children and six dogs. 

THE BEST YEAR YET! 
BY ANNE VICKSTROM

“ We’ll find a new normal, something that possibly resembles what we used to take for granted.”

“As the class of 2022 steps up for their senior experiences,  
we have to wonder what may lie ahead for each of them.” 
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Pet connections
All of these cats are in the Evergreen Animal Protection League Cat Room at Chow Down  •  Go to eapl.com or call 303-674-6442 for adoption information

Meet Fredericka! 

Or Fred as she is affectionately called, since 
original rescuers thought she was a boy. They 
watched as a car deliberately swerved to hit her, 
fracturing her pelvis and injuring her tail badly 
enough to cause amputation. Then after a month 
with a vet, she traveled here for adoption. But 
there’s more…seems not only was Fred a girl, 
but pregnant as well! So because of the fractured 
pelvis, a c-section was in order. Now her kittens 
are weaned, her pelvis and tail (or lack of ) are 
fully healed, and our Fred is deserving of a 
queen’s life. She is fully vetted, about 5 years old, 
short-haired black and white. Very social and 
loving in spite of her rough journey here, but she 
should be the only cat and probably not with 
children.

Meet Zuni! Zuni was found at a feral colony 
near Denver. He is a very handsome boy, about a 
year old, that loves to play, so would do best in a 
home without young kids. 

Meet Piper! Piper is 7 yrs old and fully vetted. 
Love her nose…looks like a little heart. She has 
settled in to her new home in the cat room, but 
isn’t thrilled with the other cats.

Meet Donita! Donita was mom to 3 kittens 
and is now ready to find her own home. She is 
about a year old, and very sweet. She’s a little 
wary at first, but pet her and she’s yours. 

Meet Venus! 2-year-old Venus is mom to 
Daisy. Both are fully vetted. Venus is curious and 
outgoing, exploring everything. She was okay 
with her foster’s rather rambunctious dogs.

Meet Mimi! Mimi has been fully vetted 
and is about 2 1/2. She is shy, but like so 
many who have been dumped she just needs 
encouragement, then she is so sweet. 

All Photos by Muddy 
Paws Photography

Amy Johnson of Muddy Paws Photography 
specializes in fine art pet photography. Her 
portraits are taken in studio or outside and 
have the striking appearance of an elegant 
painting. Muddy Paws will also help you 
display the images in the best way possible. 
They are truly pieces of art.

Amy offers complimentary sessions to any 
rescue dog that is trying to find his forever 
family. Bring the dog to her for a 15-minute 
session, and she will send the rescue orga-
nization a digital file of the dog’s portrait for 
their website. 

Muddy Paws is located in South Evergreen 
near Conifer. For info call 303-229-4739 or 

visit www.muddypawsphotos.com. 

See You at the Festival
BY PENNY RANDELL

“The Evergreen Fine Arts Festival has grown to be one of the foremost art festivals in America.”

This year the Evergreen Fine 
Arts Festival is poised and 
ready to shine, as it could be 
their best festival ever! 

On this 55th anniversary, the event will 
begin a full week of encouragement for 
more folks to visit Evergreen art gal-

leries. Because of COVID-19, last year’s festi-
val was cancelled, so it’s time to catch up. Julie 
Sims, Co-Director of the festival along with 
Co-Director Martha Cofran, and President of 
Evergreen Artists Association (EAA), has led 
the way for the two-day event featuring more 
than 85 artists. Each participant was juried 
nationally and all are so very grateful to be a 
part of this year’s venue. Sims says, “The new 
talent on hand this year is refreshing and a 
must-see.”

The Evergreen Fine Arts Festival has grown 
to be one of the foremost art festivals in 
America. Works displayed are selected from 
the finest juried original artwork from not 
only the Evergreen area, but from across the 
entire country. Because Evergreen is known for 

its love of the arts, 
this favored event 
is taken to heart 
by all. The People’s 
Choice Award will 
be presented for 
the second year, 
with voting cards 
for all artists avail-
able at the infor-
mation booth. 
Mediums included 

range from sculpture, painting, wood, pho-
tography, jewelry, glass and on from there. No 
matter your choice, you will find it at the fes-
tival. There will truly be something for every 
artistic taste imaginable.

The celebration is free and takes place from 
10:00 to 5:00 on Saturday and Sunday, August 
28th and 29th. Entertainment for the entire 
family will fill the baseball field at Buchanan 
Park Recreation Center, located at 32003 
Ellingwood Trail in Evergreen. Along with the 
85 artists, there will be live music, a variety 
of food and beer, and plenty of activities for 
the kids. Parking at the field will be available 
for a small cost, or you can take advantage 
of the free shuttle that takes off from both 
Bergen Park Elementary and Evergreen Middle 
School. Money gained from parking fees will 
go to non-profit organizations that are volun-
teering for the event. 

Sims reports that the entire festival is to 
be safeguarded through the Jefferson County 
Health Department. Should there be any 
last-minute changes due to the COVID-19 
virus, Jefferson County will be first to know 
and advise the public. Too, there will be many 
handwashing stations throughout the area, 

and each artist’s tent will be equipped with 
hand sanitizer. At present this venture is look-
ing for volunteers and they are putting out the 
word. It is crucial to keep the entire event safe. 
Rest assured that the ones in charge are certain 
to have it covered.

Again, this year’s live musical performances 
will be presented by many different artists. 
The music will be tailored to accentuate the 
gathering and enhance the art that is on dis-
play. Thus far the list of performers includes 
local favorites El Javi, Wendy Woo, Dan 
Edwards, Ann Dam Johnson, Johnny T and 
the Joseph Armetta Jazz Trio. At present, the 
door is still open for talent that can appro-
priately fill the stage. As for food, well that’s 
been covered, too. High Society Pizza, Smoke 
on the Mountain BBQ, Slife, and many more 
vendors will be in attendance. Beer will also be 
available, provided by El Rancho.

Now a bit about Evergreen Artists 
Association and their function in the world 
of art: The EAA was founded in 1958 by a 
group of artists who cared enough to create 
a supportive organization for the furtherment 
of visual arts in this mountain community. 
Incorporated since 1972, the group has pro-
moted appreciation of visual arts, as well as 
raising its standards in the mountain area. 
In fact, their mission statement reflects this 
and is worth recognizing: “We believe artists 
are empowered by a community that fosters 
inspiration, growth, opportunity, and artistic 
fellowship.”

For sure, art quality has increased over the 
years to the level it has achieved today. Artists 
competing to show their work are many, and 
being a juror is serious business. But this 
organization provides other services besides 

the festival. Each year EAA also contributes 
a Youth Art Scholarship award of $1750 to a 
senior graduating from high school with plans 
to study art as a major or minor at a univer-
sity. This year EAA was so overwhelmed by the 
excellence of their contenders they decided to 
give two honorable mention awards of $250 to 
the runners-up, Naomi Egan and Tatiana Baer. 
Zoe Blanton won the scholarship this year 
amid the fierce competition.

EAA also provides grants for art education. 
Such awards are intended to assist art edu-
cators and even buy necessary supplies. In 
addition, a grant is given to an adult artist in 
the community. The grant can be used to pay 
for future class tuition, materials, and even 
entrance to the show and its fee. Funding for 
these grants is provided by the fees artists pay 
to be in the show, as well as by donations from 
local businesses.

As mentioned, this grand festival kicks off 
two weekends and one full week of art con-
sciousness here in Evergreen. For the first 
time EAA has partnered with Center for the 
Arts Evergreen to produce the first ever Arts 
Week. Together the two will be sponsoring 
events beginning Saturday the 28th through 
September 5th. During the week in between 
the two festivals, art exhibits will be stationed 
at various locations in Evergreen. Summerfest 
will be the weekend of September 4th and 5th. 

For more information please visit 
evergreenartists.org, www.evergreen- 

arts-week.mailchimpsites.com, or  
email info@evergreenartists.org.
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Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY

Where Are the Elk?
BY NANCY JUDGE

We are fortunate to live in an area where the wild-
life is abundant. While we can get frustrated from 
time to time when the wildlife feed on the flowers 
and bushes that we work so hard to plant, I think 
we all realize that this is their home too, and how 
can we blame the four-legged friends for wanting 
to feed on the good stuff! 

Since we live in unincorporated Jefferson 
County, we tend to many calls at the 
Evergreen Chamber of Commerce that 

would normally be made to the local town 
government office. But the call we love to 
receive the most is, “Where are the elk?” We 
love it so much that we decided to create 
an event on just this very question. Your 
Evergreen Chamber of Commerce has part-
nered twenty-six local artists with twenty-six 
local businesses and nonprofits to display an 
artist’s rendering at each location. We will post 
all the locations on a map that everyone can 
use to visit these sites throughout the month 
of August. Each location may have different 
hours when they are open to the public, while 
there will be a few sites that will have outdoor 
murals. All of this information will be printed 
on the map and accessible on the Evergreen 
Chamber website. Visit evergreenchamber.org 
for the map and all the location details. Enjoy 
the art, please thank the local businesses, and 
feel free to check out the artist’s websites too!

On August 14th, Chamber members will 
be getting together for a night of celebration 
called “Sparkle and Shine…A Night with our 

Stars.” After the uncertainty of the last year and 
a half, we are looking to create a festive eve-
ning where our members can come together 
to enjoy great food, fun entertainment and 
lots of time to catch up with one another. At 
the event, we will be handing out four awards: 
New Business of the Year, Business of the Year, 
People’s Choice and Young Professional of the 
Year. Check back next month for the winners! 
In the eyes of the Chamber, all our businesses 
deserve the award for Business of the Year!

Back by popular demand, Taste of Evergreen 
at the Evergreen Lake House will be happen-
ing on Thursday, September 9th. The VIP tent 
will open at 4:30pm, with general admission 
opening at 5:00pm. Tickets will be available 
on the Chamber website mid-August. Each 
attendee will be given a passport to ensure 
that they get a taste of all the selections, and 
live music will be provided by Somebody’s 
Brother. New this year, we are adding a coffee 
tasting to the wonderful delicacies you will be 
tasting.

Please be sure to check the Evergreen 
Chamber calendar on our website for an 
ongoing list of fun events to add to your cal-
endar. Every Friday of the summer, I will be 
at one of our local restaurants or bars enjoy-
ing the outdoor seating area. We have had 
some community members join us who have 
no affiliation with the Chamber, and that has 
made for some fun connections. We welcome 
everyone to join us throughout the month.

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website EvergreenChamber.org.  
Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

Simply You MedSpa 
Medical Aesthetics and wellness spa 
offering a variety of skin-improving lasers, 
injectables, microneedling and skin care. We 
will also be offering infrared sauna therapy 
and chromotherapy. 

Michelle Waller — PA-C, owner 
2942 Evergreen Parkway, Suite 303 
Evergreen, CO 80439 
(720) 377-4199 (work) 
simplyoumedspa.com 
www.conifermedicalaesthetics.com

Root West, Inc. 
Design/Build/Remodel Construction 
Company Cabinet Sales

Kendra Hood — Owner 
Conifer, CO 80433 
(303) 838-7505 
rootwestinc.co

Alissa Skildheim —  
Compass Foothills Group 
Top Realtors specializing in Foothills 
properties with in-depth knowledge of the 
ins/outs of the diverse communities in our 
mountain community.   Experts in land, 
horse properties, wells, septics.

Alissa Skildheim 
30403 Kings Valley Drive, #108 
Conifer, Colorado 80433 
(303) 888-4814 
comountainbroker.com

Preservation Tree Care 
Our mission is to leave a lasting, positive 
impact on the health and wellbeing of our 
clients and their communities through high 
quality, sustainable tree and property care.

Adena Shepayo — Owner 
Evergreen, CO 80439 
(720) 308-8107  
preservationtreecare.net

For over 50 years the Evergreen Area Chamber of Commerce  
has proudly been serving the mountain community. Our mission is to 

grow the local economy by building business relationships, promoting the 
community and representing local concerns with  

our county government.

The Stone House ~ 1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439 ~ EvergreenChamber.org

COOKING CLASSES WITH…

 
A History — 

Wine from the Vine 
BY TOM BECKER

“For us wine lovers, what matters most  
is our draw to our favorite varietals and blends, and  

our desire to understand how and what our earth does  
to create those marvelous creations.”

Looks to me that we’re on an 
historic beverage roll! From a cup 
of Joe, to an afternoon brew, let’s 
now get ready for an evening of 
wine from the vine!

It seems that wine has paired quite well 
with all of human history, with the oldest 
winery discovered in an Armenian cave 

dating back to 4100 BC. That discovery, made 
in 2007, found a wine press and fermenta-
tion containers along with withered vines, 
seeds, skins, and drinking cups. Later, with 
the rise of power of the Egyptian Pharaohs 
around 3100 BC, a wine-like substance made 
with red grapes, and resembling blood, was 
used in ceremonies. 

The use of wine spread around the world. 
A 3,700-year-old cellar was discovered in 
northern Israel where 500 gallons of the 
liquid was once stored. Studies showed 
that the wine was infused with oil from 
pistachio and cedar, as well as cinnamon 
and mint. From 1200 BC to the mid-500s, 
the Phoenicians began trade across the 
Mediterranean to Greece and Italy, bringing 
with them wine in ceramic jugs along with 

grapevines. Around 800 BC, the Greeks were 
responsible for beginning the perfection of 
wine and the wine-making process. Wine 
became a symbol for trade, health, and reli-
gion. It even had its own god, Dionysus. As 
Greece rose in power and colonization began 
around the Med, the vines and wines spread 
to new regions. The earliest Greek colonies 
were in Sicily and southern Italy, and wine 
later traveled northwards to Rome. 

146 BC saw the Romans conquering 
Greece, building its empire and taking wine 
as their own. Bacchus was the Roman god 
of wine, and wine became a major part of 
the Roman culture. Cultivation of grapes, the 
maximizing of the effects of terroir, and the 
production of what became famous vintages, 
notably 121 BC, were known for decades. 
With the growth of the empire came the 
cultivation of vines throughout what is mod-
ern-day Europe. France, Germany, Spain, 
Portugal, and much of Central Europe 
were all recipients of those Roman plant-
ings. In 380, with the Roman acceptance of 
Christianity and the Catholic Church, wine 
became a major part of sacrament, which 
brings the church into cultivation and pro-
duction. Monks throughout Italy and France 
began working as vintners, and the technol-
ogy was more perfected. And as the church 
grew, likewise the wine industry. It was the 
church that spurred the growth of that early 
wine development.

As the conquistadors began travels to 
the New World in the late 1400s, wine 
found its way to Mexico, Brazil, and quickly 
throughout South America. It was Spanish 
missionaries who introduced wine to Chile, 
Argentina, and for a brief period, Florida, 
where it was produced by French Huguenots 
in Jacksonville. Meanwhile, Portuguese 
Jesuits introduced it to Japan in the 1500s; 
but due to a banning of Catholicism in 1587, 

grapevines were not planted for another 300 
years. With the settlement of Quebec City in 
1608, Jesuits failed to produce a quality crop 
with European grapes but later turned to the 
local grapes. In 1619, the French imported 
French vines and began their cultivation in 
Virginia. And it was about 150 years later 
when Spanish missionary Junipero Sera trav-
eled to the New World to spread the gospel. 
He found his way to California where he 
opened a mission in San Diego. Bringing 
grapes with him, he successfully created the 
region’s first wine. As the Spanish missions 
spread across California, so did the wine, 
and Franciscan monks established Sonoma’s 
first winery in 1805. It was the California 
gold rush that brought an influx of European 
vines to the new wineries, primarily from 
France, but California’s most notable vari-
etal, Zinfandel, actually came from Croatia.

It was the Dutch East India Companies’ 
colonization of South Africa that brought 
wine production to South Africa in 1659. 
In 1788, the First Fleet left England for 
Australia, to establish a penal colony. Along 
the way they stopped in South Africa where 
they gathered cuttings which were then 
planted in Australia. It was Englishman 
James Busby who traveled from Australia 
to New Zealand, bringing with him cuttings 
and creating New Zealand’s first vineyard 
in 1836. In 1870, Don Pascual Harriague, 
a French Basque, planted the first Tannat 
vines in Uruguay, which is now considered 
its “National Grape.” And finally, coming full 
circle, the Phoenicians originally planted 
vines and produced wine in Algeria around 
3100 BC. Islamic rule took that practice 
away, but in 1830 the French took over 
rule and replanted the vineyards. When 
phylloxera, a grape insect pest, crippled the 
French wine industry in the 1860s – 70s, it 
was the wines from Algeria that saved the 

day. The Algerian industry boomed, and in 
the 1930s most of the Algerian wine was 
exported to French winemakers in the 
Languedoc for blending. 

Thus, a smash history of wine! For us 
wine lovers, what matters most is our draw 
to our favorite varietals and blends, and 
our desire to understand how and what our 
earth does to create those marvelous cre-
ations. The terroir, air movement, moisture, 
temperatures, sun, clouds…Mother Nature’s 
symphony of magic.

Whether a California Zinfandel, a New 
Zealand Sauvignon Blanc, a French Malbec, 
a Chilean Cabernet, an Oregon Pinot, or an 
Italian Barolo, each wine has its place in our 
culinary soul. Each wine speaks to us, each 
wine tells a developmental story and each 
enriches our spirit. 

September 2022, Gaiole in Chianti awaits. 
The Italian countryside, the food, the laughs, 
the stories to tell and the wine from the vine. 
Join us!

 
C&K is tiptoeing back into cooking classes. 

Look online for upcoming classes, gather 
a group of 4 to 8 vaccinated friends, and 

contact us with the date you’d like to come 
to the kitchen, drink some wine with us, and 
cook up something nice to eat. Personal Chef 

travel-inspired dinners are still available 
for pick up on Thursdays between 4 and 6. 
Menus change at 9 am on Wed. Italy trips 

will resume in fall of 2022. Stay updated at 
www.castlesandkitchens.com or  

email Francesca or Tom at 
castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

A Cypress Knee With Holes In It
EXCERPTS FROM THE CURRENTLY UNPUBLISHED BECOMING CHARLIE: A MEMOIR 

BY CHARLES MONLEZUN WRITTEN FOR HIS GRANDDAUGHTER CHARLIE BLEU

“I wish for you an insatiable curiosity, a hunger to know your unknown, a willingness to explore ideas which might challenge you.”
From June 1973 to July 1974, our little 

family lived in Lake Charles. Cherie was 
seven months old when we moved there 

from Austin. We were “home,” that is, back in 
our native Louisiana. I took a job as a clinical 
social worker with the brand new legal title 
of Board Certified Social Worker. I saw chil-
dren and their parent(s) at the Child Guidance 
Center, the Children’s Mental Health arm of 
the local Community Mental Health Center. 
Our facility was an early-twentieth-century 
home on Kennedy Street where children and 
their families could enjoy the informal ambi-
ence of a residential feeling. Every morning, 
our small staff gathered in the tiny kitchen for 
coffee, perhaps thirty minutes before the bell 
sounded. There, we visited as well as pored 
over our daily-delivered Baton Rouge Morning 
Advocate, the newspaper of public record for 
the State of Louisiana. 

Then one morning, a front-page article 
was there for all of us, and the world, to see, 
“Louisiana Ranks Highest in Iliteracy.” Now 
that statistical fact was not news to us, but 
what floored us was what you just read above, 
namely, the key word in the headline was mis-
spelled. That’s right, “I-ll-iteracy” has two l’s.. 

Please let me hasten to add here that I claim 
and accept gross negligence in spelling, punc-
tuation, grammar, and most every form of 
abuse upon the English written word. But nei-
ther do I claim to be a professional journalist!

I can assure you, that moment was not 
lost on any of our professional and especially 
our clerical staff. We took pride in well-writ-
ten clinical progress notes, and reports. Our 
small clerical staff was one of the finest I have 
ever had the privilege to work alongside. We 
were embarrassed for the paper and angry for 
ourselves. But the sad part was that we were 
not surprised. 

Let me get to the cypress knee part of this 
story. One of the most curious artifacts in the 
home of my grandparents Monlezun was a 
simple cypress knee, the gift from a cypress 
swamp. It was only about one foot tall, and 
the base was cut flat so that it could vertically 
stand. But what was curious to my young 
mind were the holes diagonally drilled into 
the skin of this product of our local swamp. 
Are you still wondering where this story is 
going? Be patient. It gets even more circuitous. 

The illiteracy (Is that correctly spelled?!) 
rate in the community of Lake Arthur in the 

first three decades of the twentieth century 
was high. Non-compulsory education and 
French as the first language of many residents 
combined to keep that rate quite high. But 
this is where those holes came into play. You 
see, each drilled hole held a pencil, a simple 
instrument of use but also a symbol, a sign. 
The sign read, “The people in this house are 
literate.” Antoine and Victoria each had three 
years of formal, one-room-school-house edu-
cation. Consequently, they saw to it that their 
four children, at minimum, each finished high 
school. The fact that all six occupants in that 
house could read and write was no “mere” 
fact. It was a significant indicator that illiter-
acy had no home at that address. Each person 
living there could place a pencil, their symbol 
of literacy, into that cypress knee. Anyone who 
visited that home could observe these six pen-
cils and know that literacy was valued in that 
home. 

I spent my childhood seeing that cypress 
knee in my grandparents’ home on Iowa 
Street. When they died, it was the only item 
in that home, where every item was special, 
which I wanted to carry forward into my 
life journey. Then, when Cherie enrolled in 

graduate school in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
we sent her there with that cypress knee. It 
stood next to a modern computer, but it lost 
none of its usefulness, power, or symbolism. 
Perhaps it grew in stature. Its significance was 
not lost on Cherie, who has carried it with her 
for all of these years since. Even as I write this 
for you, Charlie Bleu, that same cypress knee 
is in your home. It still holds pencils and pens 
and it still moves me to gratitude every time 
I see it.

It also motivates me to wish for you an 
insatiable curiosity, a hunger to know your 
unknown, a willingness to explore ideas that 
might challenge you. May you become famil-
iar with intellectual challenge and the embrac-
ing of those challenges. In other words, do 
that piece of cypress proud! (Heck, go ahead 
and drill a place for your own pencil!) Expand 
it, but always remember its simplicity. 

And please know that when an official, 
legislatively designated state newspaper mis-
spells “illiteracy,” you have every right to “set 
the record straight.” Simply drop them a line 
written with a pen, which rests in its hole in 
your cypress knee. 
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Jeff’ s favorites
Breathe In, Breathe Out, Move On 

BY JIMMY BUFFETT AND MATT BETTON

I bought a cheap watch from a crazy man 
Floating down canal 

It doesn’t use numbers or moving hands 
It always just says now 

Now you may be thinking that I was had 
But this watch is never wrong 

And if I have trouble, the warranty said 
Breathe in, breathe out, move on

And it rained, it was nothing really new 
And it blew, we’ve seen all that before 

And it poured, the Earth began to strain 
Pontchartrain leaking through the door, 

tides at war

If a hurricane doesn’t leave you dead 
It will make you strong 

Don’t try to explain it, just nod your head 
Breathe in, breathe out, move on

And it rained, nothing really new 
And it blew, seen all that before 

And it poured, the Earth began to strain 
Pontchartrain buried the Ninth Ward  

to the second floor

According to my watch, the time is now 
Past is dead and gone 

Don’t try to shake it, just nod your head 
Breathe in, breathe out, move on

Don’t try to explain it, just bow your head 
Breathe in, breathe out, move on

Source: Musixmatch 
Songwriters: Jimmy Buffett / Matt Betton

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY

CONIFER UPDATE
Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce  

Welcomes New Executive Director 

It took an exhaustive 
search, but the Hiring 
Committee at the Conifer 

Chamber has found their 
ideal candidate for the crit-
ical position of Executive 
Director. Join them in wel-
coming Britni LeRoux, an 
energetic force of nature 
with an impressive history of 
membership and non-profit 
work, community engage-
ment, and facilities manage-
ment. And yes, she is a local!

Britni comes to the Conifer 
Chamber of Commerce from 
Wings Over the Rockies, 
where she managed two 
museum stores, 300 volun-
teers, 20 visitor services staff 
members, public programs, 
community initiatives and 
guest experience. She also 
managed day-to-day exe-
cution of the long term and 
short-term strategic plans, annual budgets 
and event management. In short, she has tons 
of experience doing pretty much everything 
the Chamber will need her to do and much, 
much more!

A native of Florida, Britni came to Colorado 
in 2013 and went to work at the Denver 
Zoo as Operations Manager for the Guest 
Engagement and Learning Experiences 
department. There she improved business 
performance and profitability - two skills the 
Chamber membership will certainly appreci-
ate! And she still likes to keep busy. She is cur-
rently chair of the IDEA - Inclusion, Diversity, 
Equity, and Accessibility - Committee as 
well as chair of the Audience Diversity and 
Inclusivity Subcommittee, and Multilingual 
and Spanish Access Subcommittee, and also 
sits on the Diversifying Staff and Volunteers 
Subcommittee.

Britni has big goals for 
the Chamber and wants to 
bring about real change in 
our community. Her plans 
include advocating for poli-
cies that will benefit our local 
businesses, communities and 
quality of life. She recog-
nizes the Chamber members 
as community leaders and 
encourages mutual support 
for the benefit of the whole. 
She sees her role as bring-
ing members together with 
community leaders to build 
relationships, take hold of 
opportunities, identify chal-
lenges and promote positive 
outcomes - all with her sights 
set on providing a brighter 
future for Conifer.

In the small amount of 
spare time she has, Britni 
loves baking and spending 
time with her two pups, Bella 

and Cooper. She’s a self-professed National 
Park junkie and has explored nine of them 
in the last four years, making good progress 
on her goal to see them all. In addition, she’s 
an avid wildlife and lifestyle photographer 
who gains inspiration from people and nature 
in her world. This creative and passionate 
person loves to give 100% to everything she 
does and lives to hear people laughing and 
having fun. She likes to say, “life is too serious 
not to have a little fun!”

Please welcome Britni to the Chamber.  
Attend one of the upcoming chamber events 
and get to know the new Executive Director!

If you have any membership questions,  
please contact the chamber office:  

director@GoConifer.com, 303-838-5711. 
Thank you for your continued support and 

thank you for shopping local!

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is  
dedicated to making our community the best it  

can be. We are here to support our local businesses  
and create opportunities for them to grow and  

get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

Team Cabalka at RE/MAX 
Professionals, represented by 
Dwight and Andi Cabalka, are 
leaders in the real estate community. The 
team of 3 licensed realtors and 2 support 
staff is committed to serving others with 
exceptional expertise and the highest level 
of integrity, and have a special heart for 
helping people either buy or sell mountain 
properties...especially since both Dwight 
and Andi live right here in the Conifer area! 

www.teamcabalka.com 
(720) 936-4168

Colorado Forestry and Fire 
Mitigation is represented by Danny 
Showers. Providing wildfire mitigation, 
land clearing, and post wildfire clean 
up and salvage services, they have the 
expertise and equipment to get the job 
done right to create safer homes and 
properties. 

Schedule your assessment today: 
www.cofiremitigation.com 
(720) 740-4471

Critters, represented by Stephanie 
Spanier, provides a much needed amenity 
to the Conifer community with a great 
selection of toys and games set in a cozy 
fun environment. 

Check out Critters today at  
27182 Main St #110, Conifer, CO  
or give them a call at  
(720) 772-0045

The Nature Link LLC, located at 
30403 Kings Valley Drive, Suite 
1-114 in Conifer is represented 
by Dina Baker. The Nature Link is a 
nature-centered studio, gallery, education 
and community center. Learners of all ages, 
backgrounds and abilities are welcome 
to come explore art and nature for new 
knowledge, inspiration and connection. 
Their open studio provides a supportive 
and artistic community to grow new skills, 
interests and friendships. 

(847) 899-3462 
www.thenaturelink.com

“Britni has big goals 
for the Chamber and 
wants to bring about 

real change in  
our community.”

Conifer Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News

Poet ’ s 
corner

Forward
BY SOPHIE ANDERSON

If there is no night,  
There is no day. 

If there is no fight,  
There is no way. 

You cannot see the light  
if there is nothing broken. 

You cannot hear the sound 
if there is nothing spoken.

recognizes the talent and 
creativity of our mountain 
neighbors. Each month we 
invite local artists, photogra-
phers, poets, and writers to 
submit their work for con-
sideration in Your Mountain 
Connection. We will choose 
submissions that best fit our 
monthly theme to be featured 
on our cover with a small 
recognition article inside the 
paper. We also might include 
a small feature article inside 
the paper, space providing. 
We look forward to each and 
every submission...thank you! 
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Submit your calendar events in MS Word format 
only to Your Mountain Connection via Marty 

Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com). 
Calendar Events are published as space allows. 

Information must be received by the 10th of each 
month prior to the actual date of the event.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
August 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
Evergreen Farmers Markets at Boone 
Mountain Sports: 2692 Evergreen Parkway, 
Evergreen, CO 80439. Each week growers, 
bakers and artisans gather to offer the freshest 
and finest. At Boulters 5280 Urban Market, 
you buy directly from the producer…the 
person who grew it or made it or knows it 
and can tell you how to best cook, use, and 
enjoy it. Fruit, vegetables, bread, homemade 
syrup, coffee, tea, pottery, linens and more 
await. FREE admission. https://www.boulter-
s5280urbanmarket.com/market-locations

August 6
First Friday outdoor market 4 pm – 8 pm 
at Adobe Creek 26290 Hwy. 74, Kittredge. 
Flower’s First Friday was designed to help local 
artisans show their goods as well as help facil-
itate sustainability in our community. Our art-
ists/vendors offer goods that are handcrafted 
and unique. We invite people to come and 
shop at our outdoor market with live music 
and healthy food. This is a feel-good event 
from the things you see, learn, and go home 
with. Free admission, great atmosphere, and 
each artisan/vendor has a different mission to 
help give back to the community.

August 6, 13, 20, 27
PBR ~ Patios, Banter, and Refreshments 
4:30 – 5:30 pm. Every Friday at 4:30, we will 
meet at a different deck around town! Join 
the Evergreen Chamber and meet your fellow 
Members. evergreenchamber.org

August 7
It’s time for the Evergreen Dam Duck Derby! 
A fire truck drops numbered ducks from above 
the dam to the creek below. The rubber ducks 
race down Bear Creek to the finish line at 
Highland Haven Creekside Inn. Anyone may 
participate by buying one or more uniquely 
numbered ducks. Cash prizes are awarded to 
the owners of the speediest ducks. Get One 
Lucky Duck, a Six Quack, a Quack Pack, or 
just go Totally Quackers! Online sales are 
open. If you purchase your ducks online, your 
duck numbers will be sent to you in time for 
the Duck Drop. You do not have to be present 
to win. Ducks can also be purchased in person 
at the following DUCK STOPS: Sweetwater 
Boutique, Go Paint, Cactus Jacks, Marmalade, 
Evergreen Crafters, Kiki’s Fresh Bowls, Beau 
Jo’s, The Barber Stop. For info: downtownev-
ergreen.com/dam-ducky-derby/

August 7
2021 Evergreen Trail Racing Series #3: 
Staunton State Park Join Evergreen Park and 
Recreation District (EPRD) at Staunton State 
Park for a beautiful 20k trail race. Runners 
cover 20 challenging kilometers, from high 
grassy meadows at 8,100 feet to soaring gran-
ite cliffs over 10,000 feet, in Staunton State 
Park in Conifer. The race is the third in the 
2021 Evergreen Trail Racing Series, a four-race 
series of running events on mountainous ter-
rain around scenic Evergreen and our moun-
tain community. Distances range from a 5k 
to an epic half-marathon to the top of Bergen 

Peak (elevation 9,708 feet), a climb of well 
over 2,000 vertical feet. Race registration is 
$40 in advance and $50 race day — or register 
for ALL 4 races for $120. Registration includes 
a pair of custom running socks. Races start at 
8 AM (pre-registration opens at 7 AM.) Please 
bring a water bottle. This is a cup-free race. 
https://www.evergreenrecreation.com/249/
Evergreen-Trail-Race-Series

August 9
Platte Canyon Artists’ Guild will be host-
ing a watercolor class presented by renowned 
Colorado artist Janet Nunn on Monday, 
August 9, 2021, from 10:00 to noon at Platte 
Canyon Fire Department, 153 Delwood Dr., 
Bailey, Colorado. We welcome the public to 
attend and observe the class or participate in 
the class for a fee of $20.00 (limited to the first 
five attendees). Paper, paints, and brushes will 
be provided. Please come and join the fun! 

August 11
Women 2 Women Leads Group monthly 
meeting on the 2nd Wednesday of each month 
from 9 – 10:30 am to connect, learn, and create 
lasting relationships within our business com-
munity. Contact Kris Vallin at 303-653-1510 
for more information. DUE TO COVID: We 
are currently meeting via Zoom to keep our 
members safe.

August 13 – 14
Woodside Community Garage Sale Friday 
and Saturday, August 13th and 14th, 8am 
to 4pm. There are many residences through-
out Woodside taking part. Woodside is located 
approximately 1 mile northwest of the Pine 
Junction stop light on US 285. On US 285 
at the light, from Conifer towards Bailey turn 
right and from Bailey towards Conifer turn left. 
You are now on Mt Evans Boulevard; follow 
the signs to the Woodside Garage Sale Map 
tripod. There you’ll a find a buyer’s instruction 
letter, a Woodside road map and a numbered 
address list of those participating. The number 
for each participant’s approximate address 
location is annotated on the map. 

August 14
Evergreen Chamber presents Sparkle & 
Shine: A night with our stars! A festive eve-
ning where our members can come together 
to enjoy great food, fun entertainment and lots 
of time to catch up with one another. At the 
event, we will be handing out four awards: 
New Business of the Year, Business of the Year, 
People’s Choice and Young Professional of the 
Year. Find up-to-date information at ever-
greenchamber.org

August 19
Bootstraps Scholarships & Loans cordially 
invites you to Sips for Scholarships at 
Aspen Peak Cellars on August 19 at 6:30. 
Sips for Scholarships, a food and wine pair-
ing, will benefit Bootstraps, Inc., which helps 
mountain-area graduating high school seniors 
pursue their educational dreams through 
scholarships and interest-free loans. The 
event will feature wine and food pairings, 

entertainment, and a paddle raiser providing 
an opportunity to donate to Bootstraps. The 
event will be held at the Aspen Peak Cellars at 
60750 US Highway 285 in Bailey, Colorado. 
Tickets are $60 and can be purchased at boot-
strapsinc.org. For more information contact 
720-630-9338.

August 19
Conifer Chamber — After Hours Mixer. 
Mixers are held every month from 
5:00 – 7:00 pm and hosted at different loca-
tions. We will be holding the August mixer at 
Inglenook Energy, 26731 Main Street, Conifer, 
CO. Join in on the fun and make new con-
tacts! $5 for members. Register in advance at 
GoConifer.com

August 27

presents Moors & McCumber Concert. 
Join us on Friday, August 27, as we welcome 
Americana duo Moors & McCumber. When 
James Moors and Kort McCumber met ten 
years ago, they knew they’d found something 
golden. Since then, they’ve been cultivat-
ing their wide-ranging musical influences in 
songs that delve into love and life. They have 
been called “a modern-day version of Crosby, 
Stills and Nash.” 31880 Rocky Village Drive, 
Evergreen, CO 80439. https://evergree-
narts.org/2021-concert-series/.

September 9
Taste of Evergreen at the Evergreen Lake 
House. The VIP tent will open at 4:30pm 
with general admission opening at 5:00pm. 
Tickets will be available on the Chamber web-
site mid-August. Each attendee will be given 
a passport to ensure that they get a taste of 
all the selections, and live music will be pro-
vided by Somebody’s Brother. New this year, 
we are adding a coffee tasting to the wonderful 

delicacies you will be tasting. Go to ever-
greenchamber.org for more info and to pur-
chase tickets.

Platte Canyon Artists’ Guild
We meet every Wednesday from 9:30 to 
noon at Platte Canyon Fire Department, 153 
Delwood Dr., Bailey, Colorado. Open to artists 
of all levels, beginner to expert, and any medi-
ums. The only requirement is to appreciate art 
and to supply your own materials. We offer 
optional monthly activities such as art history, 
technique demonstrations, still-life challenges, 
and field trips. Drop by to experience an activ-
ity and meet our members.  

StageDoor Theatre

It’s finally the time when we can open our doors 
to our students, adult actors, volunteers, and 
patrons! Stay tuned as we add shows to our 
schedule. stagedoortheatre.org.

Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, August 5 – 7. 
The classic story tells of Belle, a young woman 
in a provincial town, and the Beast, who is 
really a young prince trapped under the spell 
of an enchantress. If the Beast can learn to love 
and be loved, the curse will end and he will 
be transformed into his former self. But time 
is running out. If the Beast does not learn his 
lesson soon, he and his household will be 
doomed for all eternity.

If your group is no longer meeting, 
please let Your Mountain Connection 
know via Marty Hallberg (news@
yourmtnconnection.com).

COFFEE ON THE CORRIDOR
10 am every Wednesday and Friday (interviews with local community leaders,  

and information plus published events for the US Hwy 285 Corridor) 
www.coniferradio.com • click on “LISTEN LIVE”

Grow your community...

Buy Local!

FIREWISE
Lessons from the Past

BY BONNIE C. SMITH

In 2018, the Camp Fire swept through sev-
eral mountain communities for 13 days, 
destroying 18,790 structures, causing 

52,000 residents to be evacuated, and claim-
ing 85 lives. This will not be the last fire. The 
swiftly advancing fire left little escape time. 
Evacuation routes were heavy with blinding 
smoke. Abandoned cars blocked escape routes, 
bringing traffic to a standstill. Downed utility 
lines and trees, abandoned vehicles, and dif-
ficulty reading road signs added to the chaos. 
Areas of burning roadway vegetation along 
the Skyway forced residents to drive through 
flames to reach Chico. The Camp Fire evacu-
ees fought through dense burning vegetation 
until the road was closed. 

The 2008 Humboldt Fire confirmed long-
held concerns (from 2003) that roads leading 
from Paradise and Magalia would not be reli-
able during a wildfire evacuation. Residents 
trying to flee were caught in massive traffic 
jams, flames burning on both sides of the 
road, as they sat trapped in their cars. During 
that fire, only one of four roads expected to 
provide escape from a wildfire remained open. 
Engulfed in fire and smoke due to burning 
roadside vegetation, the other three became 
impassable. 

Recommendations 
from the 2008 – 2009 
Grand Jury included 
the clearing of vegeta-
tion along the evacu-
ation roads and road 
improvements to allevi-
ate the problems posed 
by disabled vehicles 
that clogged roads 
during the Humboldt 
Fire. Did we listen?

Firefighters agree that 
in wildfire-prone areas, 
it’s necessary to clear 
highly flammable veg-
etation at least 35 – 40 

feet from the edge of paved roads on both 
sides of the roadway. This would provide rea-
sonable assurance the roads can remain viable.

CAN WE LEARN FROM THE MISTAKES 
OF THE PAST? 
Studying the past mistakes can help us in the 
present. This incident was investigated by 
Butte County. (The Butte County Grand Jury 
Investigation 2019 — Campfire & Paradise, CA) 
The report listed several recommendations to 
speed the evacuation process on Emergency 
Evacuation Routes: 

“The main evacuation routes in High Fire 
Hazard Severity Zones must receive better 
maintenance and vegetation clearing. This will 
allow the best possible chance of safely evac-
uating residents during future fire events. The 
Camp Fire road is narrow and has dense road-
side vegetation, making it potentially impass-
able during future wildfires. With this being the 
only paved road available for evacuations, con-
tinued vegetation removal to ensure depend-
able use of this route is absolutely necessary. 

“Rapid evacuation of large populations can 
easily be halted by downed utility lines and 
poles, trees, debris, and disabled vehicles. 
Residents’ chances of survival can be greatly 
enhanced by increasing the number of tem-
porary safe places for evacuating residents 
to gather when further evacuation becomes 
impossible. The use of just a few of these areas 
saved the lives of hundreds of trapped Camp 
Fire evacuees.”

LEARNING FROM THE PAST  
AND TAKING ACTION
After consultation with our local Fire Chief, 
reviewing the 2021 Community Wildfire 
Protection Plan (CWPP), and reading the Butte 
County Grand Jury Investigation Report– 
2018/2019 (Campfire and Paradise, CA) the 
Deer Creek Valley Ranchos Firewise decided 
their summer’s initiative would be to clear the 
three Major Emergency Evacuation Routes in 
their development of excess vegetation. 

The Deer Creek Valley Ranchos Firewise 
decided it was time to mitigate their 
Emergency Evacuation Roadways, cutting 
out dead trees and branches overhanging the 
roadway, thinning trees too close to the roads’ 
edges, clearing intersections for better sign 
and fire visibility, removing vegetation around 
electrical boxes and power lines. 

Several volunteers scouted the 3 routes and 
determined where the worst problems existed. 
They found fuels leaning up against old wood 
fences, a conduit to the taller trees farther 
down the fence line, where a fire could go from 
a ground fire to a crown fire. Communication 
boxes and electrical lines needed clearances of 
15' diameters. 

Twenty volunteers were recruited, some 
coming from as far away as Monument’s Tri-
Lakes Neighborhood Ambassadors group, 
equipment was secured, and four dates were 
set for the mitigation process. They will be 
working up to September clearing these evac-
uation roadways. “When neighborhoods work 
together to complete fuel treatments and com-
munity members plan together for their evac-
uation procedures, the entire district benefits. 
Our roadways will be cleared of vegetation 
and of fires.” We learned from past mistakes. 
Have you?

References: 
Butte County Grand Jury Investigation – 
2018/2019 Campfire & Paradise, CA. 
https://www.buttecourt.ca.gov/GrandJury/
reports/2018-2019%20Grand%20Jury%20
Report.pdf 
Tri-Lakes Neighborhood Ambassadors, 
Monument. Colorado 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/wildfirena/

Enjoy a Cookout and Assess Progress!

Identify the Problem

Brainstorm the Solution

Saws & Slaws
BY JACK ROBERTS

Burland Firewise Saws & Slaws vol-
unteers performing fuels reduction 
defensible space mitigation activities. 
Their action potentially can deter a 
wildfire by reducing available vege-
tation.  Volunteers clear vegetation 
in the Home Ignition Zone 0 – 5 feet, 
removing ladder fuels and trees in the 
Intermediate Zone 5 – 30 feet, and the 
Extended Zone 30 – 100 feet.

Conifer Authors  
Recognized

July 6, 2021, CONIFER, CO

Conifer was represented in 
this year’s Independent Book 
Publishers Association Benjamin 

Franklin Awards. Doug Wagner and Toni 
Robino of locally based Windword Literary 
Services LLC  were the collaborators on the 
title that captured the gold medal in the 
inspirational books category.

HumanKind: Changing the World One 
Small Act at a Time, by Brad Aronson, is a 
collection of stories about acts of kindness 
that have had transforming effects on people 
and, sometimes, the world. When Brad’s wife 
was diagnosed with leukemia in 2014, he 
was so moved by the outpouring of kindness 
shown by friends, family and even strangers 
that he was inspired to seek out other peo-
ple’s stories of kindness. The resulting book, 
published by LifeTree Media/Wonderwell, 
has made the Wall Street Journal and USA 
Today best-seller lists.

Toni and Doug are editors and ghostwrit-
ers whose credits span science, self-help and 
memoir as well as fiction. Other best-selling 
and award-winning titles they’ve collaborated 
on include The Male Brain, by Dr. Louann 
Brizendine; Winning After Losing, by Stacey 
Halprin; and Make Up, Don’t Break Up, by 
Bonnie Eaker-Weil. 

With more than 3,600 members, the 
Independent Book Publishers Association 
is the largest trade association of publishing 
professionals in the United States. The annual 
Benjamin Franklin Awards recognize editorial 
and design excellence among independently 
published books.

For more information, contact  
Doug Wagner at 303-816-5041 or  

dwagner@windwordliteraryservices.com. 
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COMMUNITY CONNECTION

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

ROOFING AND EXTERIORSROOFING / SOLAR / CONSTRUCTION

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

PLUMBING AND HEATING

ATTORNEY

ARCHITECT

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

ACCOUNTANT

INSURANCE PEST CONTROL

BATH REMODEL

WATER CONDITIONING

B U S I N E S S  S E R V I C E S

$55/mo  3/mo minimum

GET NOTICED WITH A  
BUSINESS SERVICES AD IN

YOUR MOUNTAIN 
CONNECTION!!

Only $55 a month (3 month minimum)

Contact Jeff Smith  
303-674-3701

ASPHALT PAVING

ASPHALT SEAL COATING AND PAVING




